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As war continues in east, Jill Biden, Bono, Angelina Jolie 
among celebrities travelling into Ukraine

by Bohdan Sereda

LVIV – Leaders of western countries 
have made trips to Ukraine. In May alone, 
Kyiv hosted U.S. House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi, Canadian Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau, European Council President 
Charles Michel and Germany Foreign 
Affairs Minister Annalena Baerbock.

Some world leaders have made sur-
prise visits, emerging before the press 
after meeting with Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy after secretly flying 
to Poland and making the long train trip 
to Ukraine’s capital Kyiv.

But in the past month, more and more 
celebrities have taken to making trips into 
Ukraine in order to demonstrate their 
support for the war-ravaged country, 
which has faced the brutality of the full-

by Tony Wesolowsky
RFE/RL

Leonid Kravchuk, a key figure in usher-
ing in the largely peaceful dissolution of the 
Soviet Union three decades ago and the 
first president of independent Ukraine, has 
died. He was 88.

Mr. Kravchuk, who was president of 
Ukraine from 1991-1994, died after a long 
illness, according to Ukrainian media. He 
had been placed in an intensive care unit 
after suffering complications following 
heart surgery in June 2021.

Dmytro Razumkov, a former speaker of 
the Verkhovna Rada, Ukraine’s parliament, 
called Mr. Kravchuk’s death “a great loss for 
the whole of Ukraine.” Writing on 
Facebook, Mr. Razumkov called Mr. 
Kravchuk “a figure who stood by the ori-
gins of modern Ukrainian statehood.”

He said that Mr. Kravchuk’s contribution 
to the formation of the Ukrainian state is 
difficult to overestimate. He “was not afraid 
and was the first to take on the manage-
ment of the great state in the difficult times 

Leonid Kravchuk, first president  
of independent Ukraine, dead at 88

(Continued on page 12)

by Mark Raczkiewycz

CHICAGO – A military stalemate might 
be approaching in Ukraine as invading 
Russian forces continue to retreat from 
areas where their leadership said on April 

23 that the renewed invasion would con-
centrate manpower and combat power to 
seize the remaining terrain controlled in 
the eastern part of the country by Kyiv and 
in the south all the way to Odesa on the 
Black Sea coast. 

Ukraine’s counteroffensives remain lim-
ited in specific geographic areas while 
overwhelming Russian forces continue 
making additive advances in the Donbas. 
Russia’s objective is to encircle Ukraine’s 
military in the two easternmost regions of 
Luhansk and Donetsk.

Kyiv officials reported over the week 
that occupying Russian forces were pushed 
back so far close to the north and north-
eastern border from Kharkiv that Ukraine’s 
second-largest city is now almost beyond 
artillery range. 

“The withdrawal of Russian forces from 
Kharkiv Oblast is a tacit recognition of 
Russia’s inability to capture key Ukrainian 
cities where they expected limited resis-
tance from the population,” British Defense 
Intelligence said on May 12. 

However, once those forces are rede-
ployed, they will join existing forces along 
the “Siverskyi Donets River, forming a 
blocking force to protect the western flank 
of Russia’s main force [of] concentration 
and main supply routes for operations in 
the vicinity of Izium,” British Defense 
Intelligence said.

Ukraine counteroffensives in Kharkiv  
negated by Russian advances in Luhansk

(Continued on page 3)

Ukrainian soldiers take a reprieve from fighting on May 11 in eastern Ukraine where 
they are positioned and fighting against invading Russian forces that are trying to 

encircle them.

Courtesy of Donbas Frontliner/Andriy Dubchak

Former President Leonid Kravchuk speaks during the 30th anniversary celebration 
of Ukraine’s state sovereignty.

Presidential Office of Ukraine

Possibility of stalemate looms as war stalls  
in second phase of fighting

(Continued on page 12)
American actress Angelina Jolie made a surprise visit on April 30 to Lviv, Ukraine, 
where she met with children who have been displaced by Russia’s war on Ukraine.

Maksym Kozytskyy, Lviv Regional Administration
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Russia sanctions European Gazprom units

Russia has imposed sanctions against 
units of Gazprom Germania and dozens of 
other companies based in countries that 
have imposed sanctions on Russia in 
response to its invasion of Ukraine. Under 
the sanctions, the 31 companies listed on 
May 11 by the Russian government are 
banned from conducting transactions and 
entering Russian ports. But it notably 
includes local subsidiaries of Gazprom, 
which supplies more than a third of 
European gas. The list also includes 
EuRoPol GAZ SA, the owner of the Polish 
part of the Yamal-Europe gas pipeline 
through which much of the Gazprom gas 
supply to Europe flows. Other European 
Union firms as well as U.S. and Singaporean 
energy companies are also named. German 
regulators took control of operations at 
Gazprom Germania after Gazprom aban-
doned it last month without explanation. 
The German Economy Ministry is examin-
ing the announcement, a spokesperson for 
the ministry said. The ministry said the 
supply of gas is constantly being checked 
and currently is guaranteed. “The German 
government and Federal Network Agency, 
as trustees of Gazprom Germania, are 
already in the process of taking the neces-
sary precautions and preparing for various 
scenarios,” the spokesperson said in a 
statement. Gazprom Germania’s operations 
span supplies to wholesalers and retailers, 
storage and pipeline transmission. Its oper-
ations include Germany’s biggest gas stor-
age facility at Rehden in Lower Saxony. 
Under a decree issued by President 
Vladimir Putin on May 3, no Russian entity 
is allowed to make deals with the entities 
under sanctions or fulfil its obligations 
under existing deals. The decree explicitly 
forbids the export of products and raw 
materials to people and entities on the 
sanctions list. Putin framed the decree as a 
response to sanctions imposed by the 
United States and its allies. Putin repeated-
ly warned that Moscow would respond in 
kind, though until last week the Kremlin’s 
toughest economic response had been to 
cut off gas supplies to Poland and Bulgaria 
and demand European customers pay for 
gas in rubles. (RFE/RL, based on reporting 
by Reuters and AFP)

Russian soldier to face trial

Ukrainian authorities are moving ahead 
with the first murder trial of a Russian sol-
dier suspected of killing a Ukrainian civilian 
during Russia’s unprovoked invasion. 
Ukrainian Prosecutor General Iryna Vene-
dik tova said on Facebook on May 11 that 
the suspect was charged with the killing of 
a 62-year-old civilian who was riding a 
bicycle in the village of Chupakhivka in the 
northeastern region of Sumy. “The 
Prosecutor General’s Office sent to a court 
the case against Vadim Shishimarin, the 
commander of a unit of military brigade 
32010, known as the Fourth Tank Kante-
mirov Division of the Moscow region,” Ms. 
Venediktova wrote. According to Ms. 
Venediktova, the 21-year-old suspect, who 
is currently in Ukrainian custody, may face 
up to life in prison if convicted of murder. 
Last week, Ms. Venediktova announced the 
name of the first Russian soldier suspected 
of torturing and murdering civilians in the 
town of Bucha, near Kyiv, during weeks of 
occupation. Ms. Venediktova identified this 
soldier as the commander of a unit of 
Russia’s National Guard, Sergei Kolotsei, 
who was officially informed that he is a sus-
pect. Last month, Ms. Venediktova identi-
fied 10 soldiers of the 64th Mechanized 
Infantry Brigade of the Russian armed forc-
es, saying that they are suspected of “cruel-
ty toward civilians and other war crimes,” 
adding that Ukrainian investigators contin-
ue to gather evidence and those named 
were just the first. She also said at the time 
that investigations were under way to find 
out if the 10 Russians took part in the kill-
ing of civilians in Bucha. The retreat of 
Russian forces from Bucha and other towns 
near Kyiv revealed harrowing evidence of 
brutal killings, torture, mass graves and the 
indiscriminate targeting of civilians in the 
fighting, prompting calls from several coun-
tries, as well as the United Nations and the 
International Criminal Court (ICC), for 
investigations to determine whether war 
crimes were committed. Ukraine’s National 
Police said on May 5 that, since the begin-
ning of Russia’s invasion on February 24, 
more than 10,000 probes have been 

(Continued on page 14)

 NEWS ANALYSIS

by Maxim Starchak
Eurasia Daily Monitor

The Russian Armed Forces are appar-
ently readying for the potential use of 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD). In 
April, a large number of vacancies for con-
tract military service members appeared 
on Russian job search websites, but one 
posting stood out – a call for a commander 
of a parachute squad in the Airborne Forces 
(Vozdushno-Desantnye Voyska – VDV). In 
particular, this person’s main responsibili-
ties are to include inter alia the ability to 
act in conditions of the use of WMD; to use 
personal protective equipment; to conduct 
decontamination, degassing and disinfec-
tion operations of regular small arms and 
materiel; as well as to be able to provide 
first aid to himself and his subordinates in 
case of exposure to toxic and radioactive 
substances and bacteriological agents (Hh.
ru, April 6). The vacancy posting was dupli-
cated on other sites as well, which, implicit-
ly or explicitly, sent a unique message.

The Russian Airborne Forces were creat-
ed in 1930, but until the 1950s consisted 
mainly of airborne units specially designed 
to capture bridgeheads behind enemy 
lines. With the acquisition of nuclear weap-

ons by the Soviet Union, the nuclear factor 
formally and sharply rose in prominence 
for the VDV, which required the reform of 
these troops. The reform of the VDV during 
1953-1960 was marked by the optimiza-
tion of the organizational and staff struc-
ture of this service branch along with 
changes to the theory of the use of airborne 
forces as such. The main focus shifted to 
ensuring survivability in the conditions of 
the use of nuclear weapons and the use of 
modern air-defense systems by the enemy. 
This is how a former military officer, Alexey 
Kozlachkov, described the essence of the 
Soviet-legacy VDV back in 2013: “The 
Airborne Forces are the main military chi-
mera of the Soviet country, … the favorite 
toy of the Soviet military leadership of the 
era of nuclear confrontation. I mean, first of 
all, the military-technical and military-stra-
tegic aspect … in the field manuals that we 
studied at the academy, it is said that the 
task of the Airborne Forces is the develop-
ment and implementation of the conse-
quences of a nuclear strike, the seizure of 
bridgeheads, control of communications on 
the territory and in the deep rear of the 
enemy (all after a nuclear strike) and hold-

by Pavel K. Baev
Eurasia Daily Monitor

For weeks leading up to May 9, Russian 
President Vladimir Putin was widely 
expected to announce a major decision dur-
ing the annual Victory Day military parade 
on Red Square. Over the years, he had 
altered the meaning of this holiday, from 
celebrating the Allied triumph in the strug-
gle against Nazi Germany to celebrating the 
might of Soviet/Russian militarism. In 
2005, some 150 dignitaries, including then-
United States President George W. Bush and 
then-United Nations Secretary General Kofi 
Annan, attended the event; in 2021, 
Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rahmon 
was the only guest of honor. This year, Putin 
watched the military procession alone.

The Kremlin leader surely planned for a 
rather different moment, likely envisaging 
the spectacular success of the “special mili-
tary operation” against Ukraine, launched 
on February 24, as his only ally, Alyaksandr 
Lukashenka, the autocratic head of state of 
Belarus, confirmed poignantly (Izvestiya, 
May 6). More than 70 days into the war, the 
apparent Russian failure to conquer even 
the whole territory of Donetsk Oblast made 
it impossible to pretend that the invasion 
was progressing according to plan. Yet, this 
was exactly what Putin opted to do.

Tanks rolling beneath the Kremlin walls 
were vivid reminders of the charred armor 
littering the roads to the north and east of 
Kyiv, remnants of the defeat never shown 
on Russian television. Propaganda can 
mask some embarrassing setbacks. The 
Russian narrative has maintained, for 
example, that the cruiser Moskva sank 
because of a fire onboard; and state-backed 
media contends that the Ukrainian coun-
ter-offensive around Kharkiv is not hap-
pening (Charter97.org, May 7). Propaganda 

cannot, however, believably create out of 
whole cloth a breakthrough from Izyum to 
Slovyansk. The chief of the Russian General 
Staff, Valery Gerasimov, reportedly tried to 
personally direct the offensive in this sector 
before being interrupted by Ukrainian artil-
lery fire (he apparently survived) (Krym.
Real, May 4). Officials from Moscow can 
make brief visits to the Kherson region and 
announce that Russia “has come here for-
ever” (RBC, May 6). But such bragging can-
not camouflage the failure of the push 
toward Odesa, which has left the exhausted 
grouping of Russian troops on the western 
side of the Dnieper River vulnerable to 
Ukrainian counter-attacks (RBC, April 26).

Russian commanders on the ground 
need reinforcements to prevent a sponta-
neous rout of their beaten and demoralized 
battalions, which are barely able to hold 
under Ukrainian fire, let alone attack forti-
fied positions. But Putin did not even order 
the troops partaking in the Red Square 
parade to proceed to the battle, as Joseph 
Stalin famously did in November 1941 
(Graniru.org, May 8). That restraint could 
have been a symbolic gesture, but the only 
way to bring the overstretched and under-
supplied Russian forces to full combat 
strength is to call the war by its real name 
(i.e., dropping the pretense of a “special 
operation”) and execute a partial or total 
mobilization (Meduza, May 6; see Eurasia 
Daily Monitor, May 5). Such a step was 
expected by many experts, including those 
in Ukraine, but from the strategic point of 
view it would have been too late: any newly 
mobilized reservists would need many 
weeks of retraining, and the newly 
strengthened Ukrainian artillery (following 
an influx of Western heavy armaments) 
would already be having an impact on the 

Russian airborne troops again 
required to be ready for WMD

On the occasion of May 9, 
Putin had nothing to say
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Meanwhile, in Luhansk Oblast, Russia 
made “mile-by-mile” incremental gains in 
the easternmost region, Pentagon press 
pool reporters said, citing senior U.S. 
defense officials. About 90 percent of 
Luhansk is controlled by Russia. 

The region’s military administrative 
head, Serhiy Haidai, said on May 12 that 
“the Russians do not change tactics: they 
destroy cities and only then enter the 
scorched earth.”

What remains under Kyiv’s control in 
Luhansk are the combined villages and 
urban areas of Severodonetsk, Lysychansk, 
Horseke and parts of Rubizhne, he said. 

Russian media, such as state-run RIA 
Novosti, have reported that Rubizhne has 
been taken, however, and the main salient 
point remains the Siversky Donets River in 
the area. Russia has formed with what 
appears to be a bridgehead in the northern 
part of the area, while Ukraine’s forces con-
trol the southern banks of the river. 

On May 11, Ukraine’s military indicated 
the penetration by saying in a situational 
report that the “enemy is trying to retain its 
positions on the right bank [west] bank of 
the Siversky Donets River.”

An abundance of video and pictures 
appeared on social media that were geo-
graphically located. They showed fierce 
fighting near the Luhansk regional village 
of Bilohorivka, located some 15 kilometers 
to the west of Severodonetsk. 

At least two Russian pontoon bridges 
were destroyed in the area on the river 
together with dozens of pieces of Russian 
armor, including tanks and infantry fighting 
vehicles. Russian media reported that four 
bridges had been erected, suggesting that a 
bridgehead was established. 

If Ukraine keeps pushing out the invad-
ing forces from Kharkiv, they could also 
encircle Russian forces in the Izyum area, a 
town that borders both the Donetsk and 
Luhansk regions. The same behind-the-
lines tactics were used to slow Russia’s 
advance on Kyiv when logistical supply 
lines and rear forces were decimated in late 
February and throughout March. 

Still, Russia is spearheading an advance 
toward Slovyansk in the Donetsk region 
and, if the Ukrainian forces get surrounded 
in a pocket or isolated pockets in Luhansk 
Oblast, there is only one road out now from 
the Severodonetsk and Lysychansk area. 

A thrust of Russian forces in that area 
means the only route of retreat for 
Ukrainian forces is toward Bakhmut (for-
merly Artemivsk) in the Donetsk region. 
The city was temporarily occupied in 2014 
when Russia first invaded, forcibly seizing 
Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula and occupy-
ing parts of the Donbas. 

In other areas of the 500-kilometer front 
line in the east, especially in the Donetsk 
region, no notable Russian gains were seen 
over the past week. 

A combined defending force at the 
Azovstal steel plant in the Donetsk region’s 
second largest city of Mariupol remains 
besieged. The Russians have gained access 
to the plant’s vast tunnels allegedly with 
the help of collaborating employees. Two 
underground hospitals have been 
destroyed, the Azov Regiment of the 
National Guard unit said. 

Conflicting reports about the fate of civil-
ians inside the plant have been circulating. 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy 
said all civilians from the steel plant have 
been evacuated, whereas Donetsk regional 
Gov. Pavlo Kyrylenko said that 100 civilians 
remain inside. Azov Regiment officer Ilya 
Samoilenko also couldn’t confirm that 
assertion during an interview with British-
based Sky News. 

Verkhovna Rada lawmaker Iryna 
Vereshchuk said that an “interim proposal” 
is being negotiated with the Russians to 
exchange wounded Ukrainian soldiers at 
the plant for Russian prisoners of war. 

Odesa, the largest Black Sea city in 
Ukraine, continues to sustain Russian bom-
bardment. Reports say that critical infra-
structure and a shopping mall were struck 
over the week, mostly by expensive rockets 
launched from Russian vessels. 

Ukraine’s occupied Snake Island on the 
Black Sea is still contested. The occupying 
forces on the island near NATO-member 
Romania took a beating over the week. 
Visual evidence showed several Russian 
assault vessels being destroyed by 
Ukrainian aerial drones, an alleged com-
mand post being struck by projectiles and a 
Russian Mi-8 helicopter smashed. Soldiers 
could be seen on videos disembarking from 

the helicopter. 
Russian media claimed the destroyed 

helicopter was Ukrainian and was part of 
an alleged attempt to liberate the island. 

British intelligence said that if Russia 
“consolidates its position” there with “stra-
tegic air defense and coastal defense cruise 
missiles, it could dominate the northwest-
ern Black Sea.”

In occupied Kherson, the only major 
Ukrainian city Russia fully controls, 
“Russian forces are attempting to consoli-
date their positions in western Kherson 
Oblast to push into Mykolaiv Oblast,” the 
Washington-based Institute for the Study of 
War said. 

Belarusian special forces have started to 
hold drills near Ukraine’s northern borders, 
ostensibly due to what it says are “NATO 
threats.” U.S. and British intelligence have 
posited that the training is “posturing” to 
keep a portion of Ukraine’s military stationed 
in the area, especially in the western part of 
the country, so that they cannot reinforce the 
eastern and southern combat zones. 

Casualties

More than 26,000 Russian servicemen 
have been killed since February 24 when 
the Kremlin tyrant Vladimir Putin ordered 
a renewed invasion of the neighboring 
country, according to Kyiv officials. 

In less than three months, Russia’s man-
power and combat power have been drasti-
cally depleted. Nearly 1,200 tanks costing 
millions of dollars have been destroyed or 
captured, estimates by Ukraine’s military 
said. Nearly 200 aircraft have been downed 
along with more than 160 combat and 
assault helicopters. 

In a rare omission of Ukraine’s casual-
ties, which have purposefully not been dis-
closed, the National Guard said on May 11 
that 501 guardsmen have been killed since 

the start of the full-scale war. An additional 
1,697 servicemen have been wounded 
since February 24. 

In mid-April, Mr. Zelenskyy said that 
Ukraine had lost up to 3,000 troops, with 
some 10,000 people wounded. 

About 1 million Ukrainians have taken 
up arms against the invading Russians, 
Deputy Defense Minister Hanna Maliar said 
during a briefing on May 11. They include 
regular service personnel and territorial 
defense units. 

Mounting accusations of genocide

In addition to the legislatures of Estonia 
and Lithuania, the Czech Republic’s parlia-
ment passed a resolution designating 
Russia’s renewed invasion an act of geno-
cide. 

Kyiv officials say that more than 1.2 mil-
lion Ukrainians, mostly women and chil-
dren, have been deported against their will 
to Russia after going through so-called fil-
tration camps that determine if they’re per-
ceived threats to Russian interests. Which, 
in essence, means they support Ukrainian 
statehood, Ukrainian officials have said.

The Financial Times reported that 
“Russia is trying to destroy” Ukraine’s agri-
cultural sector “by stealing valuable grain 
stocks and machinery.”

Such exterminatory moves have “drawn 
parallels with the Soviet policy of crop con-
fiscations … in the 1930s. Some 4 million 
people died in the ensuing [man-made] 
famine in Ukraine, known as the 
Holodomor, or death by starvation,” the 
London-based publication said. 

Agriculture Minister Mykola Solsky said 
that so far between 400,000 and 500,000 
tons of grain from across Russian-occupied 
territory has been seized, and most of it has 
been transported to Crimea. 

Sabotage and reconnaissance units

More than 750 people have been arrest-
ed since the renewed invasion began, alleg-
edly for taking part in subversive activities, 
the National Police reported. Eighty-eight 
such sabotage units have been detected. 

Ukraine’s domestic spy agency, the 
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU), reported 
this week that 11 Russian snipers were 
taken prisoner in the Kharkiv region during 
a special combat mission. Three members 
of an alleged reconnaissance group in the 
Khmelnytsky region who “were planning to 
carry out subversive actions … were neu-
tralized,” the SBU said on its Telegram page. 

Three local public officials in the north-
eastern Sumy region and “two more collab-
orators … in [the] Kyiv region” were 
detained, the SBU said. 

Without specifying the date of Russia’s 
initial or renewed invasion, the SBU report-
ed having “neutralized” more than 140 
“enemy” sabotage and reconnaissance 
units and uncovered “4,000 collaborators.”

(Continued from page 1)

Ukraine counteroffensives...

A situational and tactical war map of the Kharkiv region depicts the 
approximate remaining Russian forces in the area as of May 11.

www.militaryland.net

A situational and tactical war map shows the eastern Ukrainian Donbas territories as of May 11.

www.militaryland.net

A wounded individual is seen at the Azovstal steel works in Mariupol, Ukraine, on 
May 11.

Ministry of Culture and Information Policy of Ukraine
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Putin’s Victory Day speech: The significance of what was not said
by Mike Eckel

RFE/RL

In the end, what was notable about 
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s speech 
during Victory Day ceremonies was what 
he did not say.

He did not declare a general mobiliza-
tion for all-out war against Ukraine.

He did not declare victory in a war that 
is now past its 75th day.

He made no threat about Russia’s nucle-
ar arsenal, something he and other officials 
have done repeatedly in recent weeks.

He mentioned Nazis but not “de-Nazifi-
cation,” one of the Kremlin’s declared goals 
for the war.

He did not even make a general call to 
rally around the flag, to gird the Russian 
population for great sacrifice in, or because 
of, the war.

For close watchers of Putin’s presidency, 
his May 9 speech had been shaping up to be 
one of the most consequential of his 22 
years as Russia’s preeminent leader – a har-
binger of more war, or possibly peace, to 
come.

If major declarations were forthcoming, 
Victory Day – a sacrosanct holiday for mil-
lions in Russia and a time when Putin is at 
the center of global attention – would seem 
to be the likeliest venue.

Like in many of his past Victory Day 
speeches, Putin honored the millions of 
Soviet citizens who died fighting Nazi 
Germany. As in some, though not all, of his 
past speeches, he used the moment to bash 
the United States.

With the Kremlin now waging the larg-
est land war in Europe since World War II, 
many observers sought clues as to how 
Putin would frame the war in Ukraine, 
which is by all accounts – except for his 
own and a few others – is not going well for 
Russia.

In the end, the 12-minute speech offered 
little or no clarity. It also offered no trans-
formative policy shift on the biggest foreign 
policy crisis of Putin’s leadership.

“My first reaction is that he is in for a 
long haul, but expects to muddle through in 
the same way as after the annexation of 
Crimea, yet with a territorial buffer in 
southern Ukraine,” said Vladislav Zubok, a 
Russian Cold War expert and professor at 
the London School of Economics. He was 
referring to Russia’s takeover of Crimea in 
2014 and its seizure of control of parts of 
southern Ukraine since the invasion on 
February 24.

“Another option is possible: with the 

iron curtain around Russia built by 
Western powers’ sanctions, Putin has 
secured his own regime, and will be satis-
fied with it for years and years,” Mr. Zubok 
said in an e-mail. “After all he is already 
[almost] 70. This option, however, presup-
poses a completely cold and cynical leader, 
whose rhetoric of sacrifice and victory is 
just one big ‘bla-bla.’”

The annual parade pomp included the 
usual appearance of hundreds of soldiers, 
sailors and other military personnel 
marching past the reviewing stand on the 
Kremlin’s eastern walls, along with the 
belching roars of tanks, armored vehicles 
and truck-borne intercontinental ballistic 
missiles.

Unusually, there was no “air parade” of 
bombers, fighter jets and helicopters shoot-
ing across the skies above central Moscow, 
for many a highlight of the annual event. Its 
absence wasn’t necessarily indicative of 
some major event, though its cancelation 
was announced by Kremlin spokesman 
Dmitry Peskov mere minutes before the 
ceremonies began. He blamed the weather.

Putin’s speech contained important ele-
ments of the mythologizing of World War II, 
whose memory has been stretched – or dis-
torted, as some Russian observers argue: 
“the cult of Victory,” as caustic commenta-
tor and Kremlin critic Yulia Latynina 
described it.

“This cult of war has nothing to do with 
the real history of World War II,” she wrote. 
“It is a cult of the new Russian totalitarian-
ism, the ideology of which is very simple.”

As many as 27 million Soviet citizens 
died in four years of battling Nazi Germany, 
a loss that has been seared into generations 
since.

Putin paid homage to that loss. “Victory 
Day is near and dear to each of us. There is 
no family in Russia that was not scorched 
by the Great Patriotic War. Its memory 
never fades,” he said in his speech.

By contrast, the scope of Russia’s losses 
in the Ukraine war have been shrouded 
from the Russian public. March 27 was the 
last time the Defense Ministry released any 
official death toll, and that tally – 1,351 – is 
just a fraction of what Ukrainian and 
Western officials say is the true toll, esti-
mated at more than 15,000.

On the battlefield in Ukraine, Russian 
forces were thwarted in the early days of 
the invasion, failing to seize Kyiv or other 
major cities, before recalibrating, and shift-
ing troops to an offensive in the eastern 
Donbas region.

That offensive is still ongoing and shows 

little sign of major achievements for 
Russia’s military.

Even the port city of Mariupol, which 
Russian commanders made a priority due 
to its strategic location and other reasons, 
and expected to capture weeks ago, 
remains contested, despite Putin’s own 
declaration on April 21 of victory there.

In the address, he did not mention 
Mariupol – or any other territory that 
Russia has occupied – by name.

“My interpretation is that it was a flat 
affair, because almost anything he could 
have done would be difficult,” said Andrew 
Wood, a former British ambassador to 
Russia. “There is no triumph, for example, 
in Mariupol. I actually don’t think he knows 
what to do.”

“It’s a feeling that something is wrong, 
and they’ve not any idea about how to fix it. 
That’s the takeaway I have,” he told RFE/
RL.

A growing number of Western military 
experts say the high death toll among 
Russian troops, as well as high rates of 
equipment loss, is a major impediment to 
any claim of a decisive victory – a funda-
mental problem that likely can only be 
solved with more troops.

That means either calling up reservists, 
or sending relatively young, inexperienced 
conscripts into the fight – or, in a more 
extreme move, announcing a general, mass 
mobilization of society.

Some observers speculated Putin might 
do this, couching it in the historic symbol-
ism of the Great Patriotic War, as World 
War II is frequently called in Russia.

That didn’t happen, possibly because it 
would involve declaring war, something the 
Kremlin has refused to call the invasion to 
date, instead describing it with the euphe-
mistic term “special military operation.”

“Putin used to excel at posturing and 
manipulation and bluffing – and [he] 
appears lost in managing a real war, entire-
ly of his own making,” said Pavel Baev, a 
political scientist and research professor at 
the Peace Research Institute Oslo. “Even 
calling the war by its real name, which 
could have been logical in the context of 
connecting it with the [Great Patriotic War], 
is a step too far for him.

“Announcing even a partial mobilization 
would mean accepting a heavier responsi-
bility than the execution of the ‘special 
operation’ implies, and the hollow speech 
signifies a major failure of leadership, 
which is particularly apparent in compari-
son with Mr. Zelenskyy’s outstanding per-
formance,” Mr. Baev said, referring to 

Ukraine’s social-media-savvy president, 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy.

In addition to mourning the Soviet hero-
ism and losses from 77 years ago, Putin 
brandished other recurring tropes:

He lashed out at the West, at the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and in 
particular at the United States, accusing it 
of “humiliating not only the whole world, 
but also its satellites, which have to pretend 
that they do not notice anything and meek-
ly swallow it all.”

And just as Soviet forces helped defeat 
Nazism in Europe, he asserted, Russian 
forces were forced to act against Ukraine in 
a “preemptive rebuff to aggression” by 
what he described as Western-backed neo-
Nazis and “Banderites.” That’s а slur used 
by Russian officials against Ukrainians, 
referring to the 20th-century Ukrainian 
nationalist leader Stepan Bandera.

“Everything indicated that a clash with 
neo-Nazis, with Banderites, on whom the 
United States and their junior partners 
relied, would be inevitable,” he said.

Kyiv, Western governments and critics of 
the Kremlin contend that Putin’s attempts 
to justify the invasion as a preemptive 
strike are entirely unfounded. Officials have 
argued repeatedly that neither Ukraine nor 
NATO planned to attack Russia, and that his 
efforts to liken Ukrainians or their leaders 
to Nazis are groundless and absurd.

In a speech given shortly after Putin 
spoke, British Defense Minister Ben Wallace 
said that it was Putin and his generals who 
are “mirroring the fascism and tyranny of 
77 years ago, repeating the errors of the 
last century’s totalitarian regime.”

While he spoke of neo-Nazis, Putin made 
no sweeping pronouncements about the 
“de-Nazification” of Ukraine – something he 
had declared was of paramount impor-
tance as he announced the beginning of the 
invasion on February 24.

Dmitry Oreshkin, a Moscow-based polit-
ical scientist, says he did not expect Putin to 
make a declaration of war or of a general 
mobilization, contending that making 
either move would tarnish his image and 
underscore questions about his handling of 
the war.

“If you start a war, then this means 
admitting that the ‘special operation’ did 
not end or ended in nothing, or it turned 
out to be insufficient. One way or another, it 
is perceived as a defect,” Mr. Oreshkin told 
RFE/RL’s Current Time.

“And if you announce mobilization, it’s 

battlefield (RBC, May 7).
From the economic perspective, a full 

mobilization order would also be exceed-
ingly difficult to implement. For one, 
despite plentiful expertise in managing 
financial flows and manipulating budgets, 
nobody in the government knows how to 
run a war-time economy (Novaya Gazeta, 
May 6). Additionally, Putin’s oligarchs are 
likely upset with how sanctions have 
impacted their finances and lifestyles and 
disinclined to mobilize their business 
empires to serve Moscow’s war needs 
(Svoboda.org, May 4).

More broadly, the Kremlin has no way of 
predicting how the society would respond 
to the sudden shift from “business as usual” 
mode to the “enemy at the gate” alarm; and 
so, the authorities habitually engage in pre-
ventative denials of any intention to 

announce a general mobilization (TASS, 
May 6). In the climate of escalating repres-
sions, reliable data on public attitudes has 
grown even more scarce, and opinion polls 
tend to supply the picture that the authori-
ties want people to see (Kommersant, May 
5). Support for the “special military opera-
tion” in Ukraine is dubious and mixed with 
prevalent desires not to know about the 
unfolding disaster or to pretend that the 
crisis will somehow resolve itself (Riddle, 
May 4). The May 9 festivities, heavily 
imbued with patriotic propaganda, were 
supposed to boost national unity, but the 
unavoidable reflections on the old victory 
in the situation where the new one is so 
obviously denied may have the opposite 
effect (Meduza, May 7).

For Putin, as well as for most of his 
courtiers, it is much easier to communicate 
with older generations that are responsive 
to references to the glorious Soviet past 
than it is to impress upon the younger 
cohorts that they need to march into the 

inferno of war (The Insider, May 5). The 
Russian leader relies heavily on polished 
and falsified historical narratives, but he 
cannot recycle old myths so smartly that 
they would capture the imagination of 
youths who live in a cultural environment 
entirely foreign to him. Meanwhile, the 
denunciations of popular bloggers and 
musicians as “foreign agents” does not help 
(Republic.ru, May 8).

Putin also presumably cannot fail to see 
the direct hit on his abuse of history deliv-
ered by U.S. President Joseph Biden, who 
pointedly signed the legislation on lend-
lease to Ukraine on May 9, almost certainly 
as a reminder about the massive help the 
United States granted to the Soviet Union in 
the darkest years of World War II (RBC, 
May 6). The expansion of Western aid to 
Ukraine is not simply an irritant for Putin, 
but it is a force that could change the 
course of the war. Meanwhile, Russia’s 
president cannot comprehend why his per-
sistent nuclear threats fail to dissuade the 

risk-averse and dialogue-inclined 
Europeans (Russiancouncil.ru, May 5).

The Red Square parade was smaller and 
less exhibitionist than usual, but it main-
tained a high level of posturing and falsity. 
Putin used to excel at pretense and manipu-
lation, but this time he has started a real 
war, and apparently he has no clue how to 
run it. This failure of leadership is particu-
larly striking in comparison with the out-
standing statesmanship and moral integrity 
demonstrated by Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy; Putin opted to spin 
his war-mongering message around the jin-
goist slogan “We can repeat.” Whereas, Mr. 
Zelenskyy found stronger and more noble 
words: “Never again.” Indeed, the solemn 
Victory Day has acquired new meaning this 
year.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.
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Top EU rights official says Russia will be held accountable for possible war crimes in Ukraine
by Mike Eckel

RFE/RL

PRAGUE – Russia will be held account-
able for war crimes and violations of inter-
national law allegedly committed by its 
forces in Ukraine, a European Union official 
vowed, amid mounting Ukrainian and 
international efforts to gather evidence for 
future criminal investigations.

In an interview with RFE/RL at its head-
quarters in Prague, Eamon Gilmore, the 
European Union special representative for 
human rights, also suggested that Russian 
President Vladimir Putin might be put on 
trial one day, not unlike what happened with 
Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic after 
the bloody and violent breakup of Yugoslavia.

“[Mr.] Milosevic never thought he would 
face a court or face a tribunal in The Hague 
when he was committing war crimes,” Mr. 
Gilmore said in the interview conducted on 
May 10.

“People who are responsible can be held 
to account no matter how long it takes,” he 
said.

Ukrainian and international investiga-
tors have been rushing to interview wit-
nesses, document alleged crimes and gath-
er evidence of alleged Russian crimes for 
use in any future criminal proceedings.

In the wake of the withdrawal of Russian 
troops from districts north of Kyiv last 
month, officials have been looking at wheth-
er civilians were summarily killed or execut-
ed, as well as a growing body of evidence 
pointing to possible rape and sexual violence.

Human Rights Watch, among other 
groups, has accused Russian troops of com-
mitting a “litany of apparent war crimes” in 
the town of Bucha, north of Kyiv, in early 
March, before withdrawing as the Kremlin 
redeployed units to concentrate its attack 
on southern and eastern Ukraine.

“Bombing a hospital is a war crime. 
Bombing a school is a war crime. Bombing 
a children’s nursery is a war crime. 
Targeting civilians, those are war crimes,” 
Mr. Gilmore said.

“There are investigations that are under 
way, in particular the investigation by the 
International Criminal Court. And there has to 
be accountability for what is happening these 
days in Ukraine, and what has been happen-
ing since February 24,” Mr. Gilmore said, 
referring to the day when Russian President 
launched a full-scale war on Ukraine.

Despite the rush for gathering evidence 
in Ukraine, investigators face an uphill bat-
tle in holding any Russian commanders, or 
political leaders, to account, or hauling 
them before an international tribunal.

Russia is not a member of The Hague-
based International Criminal Court nor is it 
a member of the European Union. It was 
kicked out of the Council of Europe days 
after invading Ukraine; prior to that, 
Moscow routinely ignored rulings of the 
European Court of Human Rights and even 
passed constitutional amendments that 
effectively forbid compliance with the court.

Russia’s veto power on the Unied 
Nations Security Council means any U.N.-
led effort will likely be blocked.

Four days after Russia invaded, the chief 
prosecutor of The Hague court, known as 
the ICC, announced the opening of a war 
crime probe in Ukraine, dating back to 2014 
when war in the eastern Donbas region first 
broke out and regular Russian forces partic-
ipated in at least two major battles there.

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov 
responded, saying, “We categorically reject 
this.”

Under the treaty rules of the ICC, 
Ukraine, which is a member of the court, 
can ask the court to take jurisdiction over 
any potential war crimes probe.

Still, Mr. Gilmore argued that time was 
no obstacle for bringing a criminal case, 
and he said modern technologies such as 
satellite imagery made it easier to docu-
ment evidence.

“So, the idea that people who are either 
directly committing these crimes, or those 
who are responsible for giving the order 
and politically responsible for the war that 
is giving rise to them … all of that will even-
tually be investigated,” he said.

Under the U.N.-created International 
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, 
Mr. Milosevic became the first sitting head of 
state to be prosecuted for war crimes – in his 
case, committed during the wars in the for-
mer Yugoslavia. He died in The Hague in 
2006 before the court could render a verdict.

Asked about reports of Ukrainian troops 
committing possible war crimes, Mr. Gilmore 
suggested those would also be investigated, 
but he also downplayed the reports.

“Russia is the aggressor in Ukraine, let’s 
never forget that. Ukraine didn’t invade 
Russia. Russia invaded Ukraine. So, I think 
we have to put that into perspective and 
avoid falling into the trap of alternative or 
parallel narratives being created,” he said.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-war-crimes-
ukraine-gilmore-eu-human-rights/318444 
20.html.
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TTFU urges Congress to pass  

$33 billion Ukraine assistance package
The Transatlantic Task Force for 

Ukraine issued the following statement on 
May 11.

The Transatlantic Task Force for 
Ukraine (TTFU) urges the U.S. Congress 
to immediately pass bipartisan emergen-
cy security, economic and humanitarian 
assistance for Ukraine. On April 28, the 
Biden administ ration requested $33 bil-
lion in new assistance to help Ukraine 
defend its sovereignty and territorial 
integrity and to address the country’s 
economic and humanitarian needs due 
to Russia’s ruthless war.

We applaud President Biden’s request 
and the U.S. House of Representatives’ 
overwhelming bipartisan passage on 
May 10 of a $40 billion assistance pack-
age for Ukraine.  We strongly urge the 
U.S. Senate to move quickly to pass 
Ukraine assistance funding given the 
pressing challenges facing Ukrainians 
and the growing economic, security and 
humanitarian needs on the ground. 

TTFU applauds Congress’ strong bipar-
tisan support for Ukraine and its firm 
stand against Russia’s unprovoked 
aggression and massive war crimes, 
including the support passed in the $13.7 
billion U.S. assistance package for Ukraine 
in March. To date the military component 
of this aid has been essential to Ukraine’s 
defense and its robust response to the 
Russian invasion. As the war rages on, 
time is of the essence, and availability of 
assistance, both military and non-mili-
tary, is crucial to addressing Ukraine’s 
economic, security and humanitarian 
assistance needs, including for over 5.8 
million Ukrainian refugees and millions 
more displaced internally. 

This new tranche of U.S. comprehen-
sive aid is critical to defeating Russia’s 
ongoing full-fledged aggression against 
Ukraine which has resulted in countless 
atrocities, tens of thousands of casualties, 
the deaths of at least 225 children, 
appalling war crimes and tremendous 

human suffering. U.S. support and assis-
tance are pivotal to putting an end to 
Moscow’s genocidal campaign that seeks 
not only to destroy the Ukrainian state, 
including its economy, but to eliminate 
Ukraine as a nation and Ukrainians as a 
people. Furthermore, increased assis-
tance is essential to thwart Putin’s 
warped imperial ambitions beyond 
Ukraine. 

The Ukrainian people not only contin-
ue to valiantly defend their own sover-
eignty and right to exist, but they also 
stand on the front lines in defending 
democracy and the rules based interna-
tional order against dictatorship. With 
strong bipartisan support, Congress has 
long been a stalwart proponent of a free 
and democratic Ukraine. We commend 
further Congressional efforts, along with 
the Biden administration, aimed at sup-
porting Ukraine amid the ongoing 
Russian invasion and urge members of 
Congress to continue to play a leadership 
role, now and in the future, in ensuring 
timely and robust funding to address 
Ukraine’s military, economic and human-
itarian needs. 

Sincerely, 
Co-Chairs, Transatlantic Task Force on 

Ukraine:

Denys Davydenko, head of advocacy 
and international relations, Reanimation 

Package of Reforms Coalition

Olga Lymar, executive director, 
Reanimation Package of Reforms 

Coalition

Olena Prokopenko, fellow, German 
Marshall Fund of the United States 

Orest Deychakiwsky, former policy 
advisor, U.S. Helsinki Commission

Adrian Karmazyn, former Ukrainian 
Service chief, Voice of America 

Jonathan Katz, senior fellow and 
director, Democracy Initiatives, German 

Marshall Fund of the United States

ing all this until the approach of the main 
forces. … Thus, the Airborne Forces are a 
military-strategic fantasy on the topic of 
nuclear war, born in the high headquarters” 
(Alex-kozl.livejournal.com, August 2, 2013).

The reality of this statement is con-
firmed by a notable exercise conducted on 
September 16, 1956, at the Semipalatinsk 
special polygon. The exercise was called 
“Helicopter Landing of a Parachute 
Battalion Following an Atomic Strike in 
Order to Prevent the Enemy From 
Restoring Defense in the Area of the Breach 
Formed by an Atomic Explosion.” The drill 
was conducted using an experimental 
atomic bomb with an explosive equivalent 
of 40,000 tons of TNT, dropped down to an 
altitude of 300 meters. The landing was 
planned half an hour after the explosion at 
a distance of 500 meters from the epicen-
ter. In total, 1,500 service members were 
involved, with 272 people parachuting 
directly onto ground zero (Topwar.ru, 
November 17, 2012).

According to accounts written by alleged 
former Russian paratroopers and posted to 
a message board catering to VDV veterans, 
the tasks of Soviet-era airborne units spe-
cifically included actions to work around or 
exploit the results of tactical nuclear weap-
ons (TNW) strikes. For example, when cap-
turing a bridgehead to ensure the crossing 
of a river, the Soviet operation could involve 
a TNW strike against counterattacking 
enemy troops. Or a tactical missile or air-
strike with a nuclear warhead could pre-
cede a VDV landing to capture and hold a 
bridgehead (Desantura.ru, accessed May 9, 
2021).

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
the tasks of the Airborne Forces in the con-
ditions of a nuclear strike disappeared. In 
particular, in 2020, Maxim Shepovalenko, 
the deputy director of the Moscow-based 
Center for Analysis of Strategies and 
Technologies (CAST), said that the main 
tasks of the Russian VDV were by then 
related to actions behind enemy lines. 
Those operations aimed at disrupting the 
management and deployment of enemy 
troops as well as capturing and destroying 

their precision weapons (Bmpd.livejournal.
com, November 2, 2020). The following 
year, military theorists of the Russian 
Ministry of Defense similarly argued that 
airborne units form the basis of mobile 
groups of troops, whose main tasks are to 
create a front in the enemy’s rear 
(Voyennaya Mysl, 2021). Crucially, modern 
materials describing the training of service 
members and officers of the Airborne 
Forces contain no information about the 
conduct of actions in the conditions of the 
use of nuclear weapons or other WMD.

The aforementioned recently posted 
vacancy for a parachute squad commander, 
thus, conspicuously stands out because it 
lists capabilities to act in the conditions of 
WMD use that are not required from other 
VDV service members (Hh.ru, April 6, 
2022). In retrospect, however, this adver-
tised commander-level aptitude and skill 
set is not surprising. The closeness of deci-
sion-making in the Armed Forces was also 
prevalent in the Soviet Union. Information 
that the 1956 Semipalatinsk parachute 
exercise (see above) would involve the 
actual use of a nuclear bomb was reported 
to officers only once they were already in 
the area of the planned drill. That is, a limit-
ed circle of people knew they and their sub-
ordinates would take part in operations 
related to nuclear weapons. And 70 years 
later, still only the VDV unit commander 
will know about the possibility of the 
actions of his squad in a WMD “hot zone.”

The public dissemination of a job post 
seeking candidates with qualifications to act 
in the conditions of the use of weapons of 
mass destruction was likely deliberately 
intended as a threat to Ukraine that Russia 
is genuinely preparing for such operations. 
If the Russian military fighting in the 
Donbas is unable to achieve the goals set by 
the Kremlin using conventional weapons, 
the high command may increasingly believe 
that the only way to ensure their implemen-
tation is, for example, with a tactical nuclear 
strike. The Armed Forces of the Russian 
Federation and the VDV are presumably 
ready to execute such a scenario.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)
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On May 12, Radio Free Europe/Radio liberty published a story online about a lit-
tle Ukrainian girl named Anastasia Konchakovska.  She is 5.

The little girl was shot in the head by Russian soldiers on February 28. 
Miraculously (perhaps not) she survived. Perhaps not because the Russians mur-
dered her mother, Tetyana Konchakovska, her father, Oleh Konchakovskiy, and her 
half-brother, Nikita Bobrov.  But she does not that yet.

As she rested and recovered in a hospital bed in Belarus last month following 
surgery to remove a bullet fragment from her skull, RFE/RL reported, she repeat-
edly spoke only one word.

“Mama,” the girl said over and over.  But the girl’s mother is gone.  Her father and 
half-brother are also dead.  The entire family was shot by Russian soldiers who 
ambushed the van in which the family was riding when they were trying to flee the 
Ukrainian capital of Kyiv in the first few days of Russia’s full-scale war on Ukraine, 
launched by President Vladimir Putin on February 24.

The little girl’s grandmother, Vasylyna Moshchenko, was also in the van and sur-
vived the attack, but she has not yet told the little girl that her parents and half-
brother are dead.

The Russian soldiers who killed the girl’s family later told Ms. Moshchenko that 
they believed members of Ukraine’s Territorial Defense Forces were in the van.

“‘You, Ukrainians, drive in your cars with automatic weapons. [You are] like regu-
lar people, [but] you shoot at us,’” Ms. Moshchenko said one of the Russian soldiers 
told her. But the van contained no soldiers, no members of the Territorial Defense 
Forces and no weapons.  It contained a little five-year-old Ukrainian girl, her par-
ents and her half-brother.  They are all gone and one day little Anastasia will know 
that.

“They stole everything from her,” said Anastasia Mizetskaya, a relative who lives 
in the United States.

Russian President Vladimir Putin, his soldiers and the Russian people who con-
tinue to support this war have taken everything from thousands of peaceful fami-
lies.  It is hard to understand the brutality with which Russian soldiers have 
attacked and killed Ukrainian civilians.  But the killed and murdered will no longer 
suffer.  The survivors, however, and among them little Anastasia, will have to grap-
ple and battle with a trauma that most of us will never be able to fathom.

We don’t know how many civilians have died in Ukraine at the hands of Putin’s 
savagery.  Eventually we’ll know how many children have lost their families.  But 
we do know that Anastasia is certainly not the only child in Ukraine to have lost 
everything. And in the absolutely cruelest twist of fate, she has not only lost her 
entire world, but she will eventually learn that her family – and her “mama” for 
which she continues to call repeatedly – are all gone.  And she will bear an unfath-
omable trauma that may very well never heal.

The Ukrainian Weekly

Seventy-seven years ago, on May 15, 1945, a letter was 
received by a branch secretary of the Ukrainian National 
Association (UNA) from a Ukrainian refugee in Switzerland who 
described Soviet war crimes that had been committed against 
Ukrainians during the second world war. Svoboda, the Ukrainian-
language daily newspaper published by the UNA, received the let-

ter and the English-language translation was carried in the June 9, 1945, issue of The 
Ukrainian Weekly.

The letter read: “I am writing you these few lines to inform you of what’s happening in 
our native land. From the very outbreak of the war in 1939 the Ukrainians have suffered 
the most throughout all their territories. The Russian troops have done us a great wrong. 
Thus, in the village of [omitted for protection at the time] already in 1939 they killed 
defenseless people: including my three brothers, while my sister they deported into 
Siberia. Likewise, they killed three sons of [names omitted], two sons of [names omitted], 
three sons of [names omitted] and all their children, as well as many others, about 160 
men. I do not know what happened to your brothers [names omitted] and the family of 
[name omitted], but very likely they were deported to Siberia, in the same manner like the 
family of [name omitted] was deported into Germany [as forced labor during the occupa-
tion of Ukraine by Nazi Germany].”

Describing the sufferings of the Ukrainian people, the writer of the letter said that “the 
most nationally conscious were deported out of Ukraine either into Siberia or Germany.”

Svoboda initiated a fundraising campaign to aid Ukrainian victims of World War II. In 
May 1945, a fundraiser for Ukrainian war relief was launched with the goal of gathering 
$5,000 that would be distributed by the United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, 
based in Philadelphia.

The campaign announcement underscored, “Safe and secure in this great land of free-
dom, with plenty to eat – rationing notwithstanding, and all the comforts at our disposal, it 
is undoubtedly hard for us to visualize completely the plight of our misery-benumbed 
kinsmen in Europe. […] It goes without saying that $100 is a lot of money. Still there must 
be many individuals among our younger generation who can well afford to join Svoboda’s 
March of $100 Bills for Ukrainian War Relief. And the same applies to many of our young-
er generation societies with well-stocked treasuries. We urge all of them to make their 
$100 donations now. Their names will be inscribed on the pages of Svoboda and The 
Ukrainian Weekly.”

Source: “Describes Red killings of western Ukrainians,” The Ukrainian Weekly, June 9, 
1945.
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Turning the pages back...

A child loses everything

 COMMENTARY

by Irene Jarosewich

Wow, that sure does sound harsh, as the 
truth often does. Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s “special military opera-
tion” – a war in any other reality – is just 
another consequence of a long-held delu-
sional, and now completely dysfunctional, 
Russian worldview: Russia is uniquely 
great, so special that others must, simply 
must, succumb. Presently, one man fully 
embodies this decaying vision openly; 
nonetheless, this vision is still deeply held 
by millions of Russians in Russia and 
among Russians worldwide. Those who do 
not agree, such as Alexei Navalny, Vladimir 
Kara-Murza and Maria “Masha” Alyokhina 
of Pussy Riot, sit in jail or under house 
arrest. 

That is why listening to Putin’s under-
whelming, even slightly pathetic, speech 
on May 9 was so disconcerting. One 
expected, even hoped for, at least some 
sense of strident machismo from a person 
with thousands of nukes at his disposal. 
Such stridency would have been comfort-
ingly familiar; it would have even indicated 
a certain confidence that would have 
implied some level of rationality. The 
whiney, despondent-looking figure was 
jarring because the message received was 
“you backed me into a corner, made me 
look not great, I am pissed, so screw you.” 
The speech was so scary, in fact, that U.S. 
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan 
immediately began “to indicate” that the 
West needs to give Putin a graceful way to 
save face so that he won’t use nukes, pro-
viding him with a gentle off ramp rather 
than a ramp up for a total Ukrainian win. 

Immediately after Putin’s speech, pun-
dits began, probably accurately, to predict 
that Putin would dig in deep now. While he 
may slow down on the ground war that he 
is losing so badly, he will keep lobbing mis-
siles into Ukraine until they are all used up. 
He is going in for the long grind, the “we’ll 
wear you down” strategy. This will be 
accompanied by endless propaganda, such 
as the very public request by the Russian 
puppet government in Kherson, Ukraine, 
that the city be considered a part of Russia 
so that Russia’s valiant troops can continue 
to, please, please, protect the city. It is 
Putin’s version of reality television: the 
purported capture of Kherson. 

Denied quick victory, Putin has opted 
for a war of nerves, a war that Putin 
believes the West, which rarely recalls the 
historical long view, will lose. Israeli 
observers are predicting that he will be at 
it for at least two years. Putin will try to 
hold out until the 2024 elections in Russia 
–which he, no doubt, will win most demo-
cratically – and in the U.S., which he will 
work super hard to steal. After that, we 
will see. Plan G. If Plan G does not work, 
then no worries. There is still an entire 

alphabet of potential plans to get through. 
As for the off ramp, apparently only Mr. 

Sullivan knows what goodies will entice 
Putin and what words and actions will 
convince Putin to convince us that he has 
learned his lesson. No more special opera-
tions ever, ever again, at least not while he 
is in power. This time really, really promise 
(Uh, huh. Yeah. There is this bridge in 
Brooklyn that I can sell you.). 

All this is noise that distracts from the 
main point: Ukraine, and, by extension, the 
West must win and must win fast. That the 
only Ukrainian (aka Western) win that 
Putin will understand, and the win neces-
sary to motivate the people of Russia to 
change, is a complete, massive, total multi-
front Russian defeat. Russia must be bro-
ken completely – militarily, economically, 
socially. There must be a collective Russian 
humiliation in which the only way out is to 
understand that this brutal disaster in 
Ukraine was not simply a lost war or sim-
ply a really bad decision, but it was a 
defeat of Russia’s deluded vision of self. 

Necessary is a deep understanding and 
full acceptance by Russians that Russia is 
not a country that has the right to appro-
priate for itself anything it wants, and, 
once it wants, is justified in doing so. It 
requires a comprehension that, in the 
international order, Russia is and can only 
be one of many just plain, average coun-
tries. 

Most in-country convictions cannot 
serve as unquestioned truths that guide 
foreign policy. The French think they are 
great. So do the Japanese, as well as the 
Israelis. Even the Germans still think 
they’re great. Bravo for domestic self-con-
fidence. Fortunately, in the 21st century, 
most of us have accepted the tenet that, 
while you can tell yourself whatever you 
want at home, as far as the rest of the 
world is concerned, self-conviction of 
grandness stops at the domestic border. In 
the international sandbox, if you insist on 
continuing to kick sand in our face, sooner 
or later we will make you eat dirt. This 
time we, in the West, really need to make 
Russia eat dirt.

Russians themselves need to under-
stand that in order to have a sane and sta-
ble future, they must reject completely 
their internalized legacy of (Tsar) Batu 
Khan and the Golden Horde: “lay waste to 
that which does not succumb.” Go ahead, 
keep the good stuff from your past, recog-
nize and acknowledge the bad, then take a 
serious test drive with democracy. In the 
meantime, we in the West, acting in our 
own self-interest as well as in theirs, 
should help Russians get to their future 
sooner. 

Irene Jarosewich is a former senior editor 
with The Ukrainian Weekly and a former 
editor-in-chief of Svoboda.

For Russia to survive,  
Russia must be destroyed

the same thing,” he said. “It means that 
[Russia and its military] did not have 
enough strength, that Ukraine put up unex-
pectedly powerful resistance, and now we 
need to invite new people, recruit new 
manpower.”

So, a declaration of war or a mobilization 

would be something of an admission of 
defeat, he suggested.

But the most telling omission, perhaps, 
is that Putin did not declare victory, either.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/putin-victory-day-
what-not-said/31841589.html).

(Continued from page 4)

Putin’s...
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by Alex Kuzma

There is growing international consen-
sus that the appalling war crimes commit-
ted by the Russian army in Ukraine have 
already risen to the level of genocide.

Unlike previous genocides that were 
largely hidden from public view (for exam-
ple, in Cambodia, Rwanda and Bosnia), 
Russia’s brutal campaign against Ukraine is 
unfolding in real time in full view of the 
world community.

U.S. President Joe Biden has already 
called the massive slaughter of Ukraine’s 
civilians an act of genocide.  Even Donald 
Trump, who once fawned over Russian 
President Vladimir Putin’s “strength” and 
“genius,” has now called the war in Ukraine 
a “holocaust.”  These words are not without 
consequences.  The question is whether the 
United States and the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) have the will to 
respond to Putin’s genocidal master plan – 
his “final solution” to his Ukrainian problem.

The United Nations’ Commission on 
Genocide has defined the term “genocide” 
as “any of the acts committed with intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, eth-
nic, racial or religious group.” More specifi-
cally, genocide is committed by “deliberate-
ly inflicting on the group conditions of life 
calculated to bring about its physical 
destruction in whole or in part.”

Since February 24, we have seen this 
kind of calculated destruction: the near 
obliteration of entire cities, the mass execu-
tion of civilians, torture, rape and other 
crimes against humanity that bear all the 
hallmarks of genocide as defined by the 
U.N.  Putin’s killing squads are no less bru-
tal than Hitler’s SS Einsatzgruppen, and 
they’re just getting started.

There is no mistaking Putin’s genocidal 
intent, or that of his propagandists 
(Aleksandr Dugin, Vladimir Solovyov, the 
Russian state-owned news agency RIA 
Novosti and all the rest).  Their public state-
ments make it clear that they intend to 
completely destroy Ukraine as an autono-
mous state, and destroy Ukrainians as a 
distinct ethnic group.  More than 90 per-
cent of Ukraine’s electorate voted in 1991 
for independence, yet the Ukrainian people 
are being told by the Kremlin that their 
country has no right to exist.

Each year, when we commemorate the 
Holocaust, we reaffirm the solemn oath: 
“Never Again.”  We can never again allow 
any other tyrannical regime to inflict this 
level of barbarism on innocent people.  Has 
“Never Again” become a hollow promise?

The Ukrainian people are no strangers to 
genocide. Ukrainians have endured centu-
ries of slave labor, serfdom and attempted 
cultural eradication – both under the Tsars 
and the Soviets.  Their language and culture, 
their art and literature have survived purg-
es, massacres and foreign invasions.

In the 1930s, Ukrainians endured the 
Holodomor – the forced famine perpetrat-
ed by Josef Stalin. Millions of Ukrainians 
were starved to death after Stalin ordered 
the confiscation of their grain and blocked 
humanitarian shipments of food to the vic-
tims.  Rafael Lemkin, the Jewish Ukrainian 
lawyer who originated the term “genocide” 
and was the architect of the U.N. Commis-
sion on Genocide, called the Holodomor a 
“classic case of genocide.” 

When genocide goes unrecognized and 
unpunished, history tends to repeat itself.  
Yale historian Timothy Snyder has docu-
mented how the Nazis planned to replicate 

Stalin’s Terror Famine with their own 
“Hunger Plan” devised by Heinrich 
Himmler and Herbert Backe to starve over 
20 million Ukrainians. They then intended 
to resettle those lands with Germans as 
part of their policy of “Lebensraum.”

The specter of global famine as a result 
of Russia’s latest invasion still haunts the 
world.  If the West fails to intervene, 
Russia’s aggression would threaten a slew 
of collateral disasters that would extend far 
beyond Ukraine’s borders.

The first collateral disaster would be 
famine. Ukraine is among the world’s great-
est exporters of foodstuffs, with millions of 
tons of corn, wheat, barley and other com-
modities helping to feed the drought-rav-
aged regions of Africa and the Middle East.  
The Ukrainians’ inability to plant and 
export its usual bumper crops could lead to 
catastrophic food shortages in Yemen, 
Ethiopia, South Sudan, Nigeria and beyond.

A second collateral disaster would be 
environmental. During its brief occupation 
of the Chornobyl nuclear power plant, the 
Russian Army showed complete disregard 
for the dangers of radioactive contamina-
tion. Russian forces actually bombed the 
Zaporizhia Atomic Power Station, risking 
another Chornobyl-scale disaster.

A third potential collateral disaster 
would be global instability.  With Russian 
forces poised on NATO’s doorstep, the 
bloc’s hesitancy to intervene to protect 
Ukrainian civilians could actually increase 
the risk of world war as it would embolden 
the Chinese to contemplate similar aggres-
sion against Taiwan, Australia and other 
Pacific Rim countries where the U.S. would 
be less likely to intervene.

In his obsession to destroy Ukraine, 
Putin has shown himself to be little more 
than a psychotic mass murderer.  The hor-
rific fate he envisions for 42 million 
Ukrainians could exceed the scope of any 
genocide the world has ever seen.  The 
siege of Mariupol has already exceeded the 
slaughter of Bosnians in Srebrenica.  The 
city of Kharkiv, with a population of nearly 
2 million, is next in Putin’s crosshairs.  
Without the kind of air strikes and no-fly 
zone that broke the siege of Sarajevo and 
brought the Serbs to the negotiating table 
in Dayton, Putin’s artillery and missile 
strikes will continue to grind down 
Ukraine’s defenses – city after city – until 
Ukraine’s fertile countryside becomes a 
wasteland and its industrial centers 
become little more than a sea of rubble.

Like Hitler before him, Putin has no 
respect for human rights or human life.  He 
respects only military force.  Any direct 
confrontation with Russia may seem fright-
ening, but NATO’s air force is vastly superi-
or to Putin’s. A ceasefire and withdrawal of 
Russian troops can only be achieved once 
Putin realizes that he has woefully miscal-
culated and embarked on a humiliating war 
he cannot win.

Note: A version of this commentary first 
appeared in the April 30 issue of the 
Hartford Courant. It is republished here with 
the author’s express written permission.

Alex Kuzma is the chief development offi-
cer of the Ukrainian Catholic Education 
Foundation, a U.S.-based organization that 
supports and funds the growth and opera-
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic University 
(UCU) in Lviv.  The opinions expressed in this 
commentary are his own and do not neces-
sarily represent the views of any organiza-
tion with which he is affiliated.

Forcing Putin to realize he woefully miscalculated 
and embarked on a humiliating war he cannot win

 COMMENTARY

Before flying out of Kyiv in the summer 
of 2008, I went to a bookstore to buy a 
novel for the long flight home. Most of the 
stock was in Russian, with only a small sec-
tion in Ukrainian. I bought “Я Богдан” (“I’m 
Bohdan”) by historical fiction author Pavlo 
Zahrebelnyi, who should have won the 
Nobel Prize for literature. He’s since passed 
away, leaving a remarkable legacy. The 
flights had delays at pretty much every 
stop, so I spent the better part of a day 
reading and actually finished the book. 
With creased pages and my fingerprints, 
it’s now in the Ukrainian Museum-Archives 
(UMA) library in Cleveland.

Anyone who’s been to Kyiv has almost 
certainly seen the equestrian statue of 
Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky in St. Sophia 
Square and knows the story of how in 1648 
he raised a nation to stand up for liberty 
and independence. Setting out to avenge a 
personal wrong, Khmelnytsky became, to 
his astonishment he wrote, the leader of 
Rus’ (the name for the civilization based in 
Kyiv 1,000 years ago), his improbable victo-
ry coming nearly four centuries after Rus’ 
had fallen to the Mongols, subsequently 
enduring generation after generation of 
serfdom and oppression, but also Kozak 
glory.

Today, Ukraine is again in an existential 
struggle, this time against Russia, which is 
determined to obliterate it not only as an 
independent country, but as a concept 
itself. Again, astonishingly, what was widely 
expected to be a three-day war culminating 
with the invading army triumphantly 
marching down Kyiv’s Khreshchatyk Street 
has turned into a humiliation for Russia 
and an historic triumph for Ukraine. 
Tragically, there have been tens of thou-
sands of Ukrainian military and civilian 
deaths and unimaginable destruction. And 
it has been a disaster for Russia, with more 
than 25,000 military deaths, more than 
3,000 combat vehicles destroyed or cap-
tured, 100-plus aircraft lost and nine ships, 
including Russia’s Black Sea flagship, the 
Moskva, and its economy crippled. 
Shamefully, given the invasion, war crimes 
and atrocities, Russia will be recorded in 
history alongside Nazi Germany; Putin is 
already compared to Adolph Hitler.

As I write this, the war continues with 
no immediate end in sight and further trag-
edies yet to come. But still, the world is 
amazed how an underdog nation is prevail-
ing against such overwhelming odds. How 
is that? Well, credit Ukrainian families with 
passing on their traditions and collective 
memory year after year from time imme-
morial for Christmas, Easter, Kupala and 
other seasonal celebrations.  It is impossi-
ble to measure the contribution those tra-
ditions and collective memory have had on 
Ukraine. And for the cultural activists from 
the last 200-plus years, who are too numer-
ous to list, they have recorded and memori-
alized that legacy. Credit also goes to the 
massive diaspora, which not only main-
tained its ancestral heritage, but consti-
tutes an influential political bloc in a dozen 
countries around the world.

Recently, I re-read Ivan Franko’s 1898 
poem “Великі Роковини” (“Great Anniver

sary”) commemorating the centennial of 
the first modern Ukrainian language work 
“Eneida” by Ivan Kotliarevsky, who adapted 
Virgil’s classic “Aeneid” about the fall of 
Troy and founding of Rome into a story 
about the Kozaks and their effort on behalf 
of Ukraine; “Eneida” was published a year 
before Russia’s national poet Alexander 
Pushkin was even born.

Franko’s poem is astonishing. At the 
cusp of the 20th Century, 250 years after 
Khmelnytsky and Ukraine partitioned the 
land between the Austrian and Russian 
Empires, he challenged his compatriots to 
work for independence when the prospects 
for that were virtually non-existent. And 
yet, Franko believed.

 To achieve the dream, Ukraine would 
need another “Bohdan,” Franko wrote. And 
“Bohdan,” he was confident, will emerge 
“through the sum of your efforts, your 
strength. … Everyone must think that on 
you, the fate of millions stands.” And pro-
phetically, Franko wrote, “Everyone can 
become ‘Bohdan’ when the right time 
comes.” Like now.

“Bohdan” is a powerful name. It com-
bines the Ukrainian word for God (“Boh”) 
and gift (“dan”). Just like the American 
name “Theodore,” which takes “Theo” 
from the Greek for God and “dore,” which 
means gift. I’ve known a lot of Bohdans. 
Among them, Bohdan Dziuk from Chicago. 
His wife and sons have celebrated holi-
days, welcomed newborns and mourned 
losses along with our family for 34 years. 
And I’ve known Bohdan Czepak, the late 
leader in the Ukrainian community in 
Cleveland and a benefactor of the UMA, for 
half a century. I’ve known Bohdan Futey, 
another Cleveland leader, federal judge 
and activist; attorney Bohdan Vitvytsky, 
who advises the Ukrainian government 
and provides insightful analysis online; 
Bohdan Danylo, bishop of the St. Josaphat 
Eparchy in Parma, Ohio, who leads wor-
ship and also helps with aid efforts, 
recently visiting refugees at the Ukraine-
Poland border; Bohdan Pichurko, retired 
Cleveland Clinic physician working on 
issues related to Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) among members of the 
Ukrainian military; Bohdan Kantor, retired 
researcher at the Library of Congress on 
immigration issues; and others whom I’ve 
failed to list. There are many others that 
readers also know.

Can everyone be Bohdan? I’m reminded 
of the movie “Spartacus” where the 
Romans, suppressing the rebellion, demand 
to know, “Who’s Spartacus.” Thousands of 
slave warriors respond, “I’m Spartacus.”

Today, we might also ask, “Who’s 
Bohdan?” Well, it’s Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, above all.  “I don’t 
need a ride,” he said when offered safe pas-
sage out of Kyiv, “I need ammunition.” He’s 
held the nation together and inspired mil-
lions of other “Bohdans” and countless 
“Bohdannas”: those in Ukraine who have 
taken up arms; those who care for the 
wounded and the refugees.

There’s Halyna Zadko who is leading 
“Cleveland Maidan,” which has organized 
tons of humanitarian assistance to ship to 
Ukraine; Marta Liscyneska Kelleher, presi-
dent of the United Ukrainian Organizations 

“Ya Bohdan…”

Andrew Fedynsky’s e-mail address is  
afedynsky@gmail.com.

  by Andrew Fedynsky

(Continued on page 11)
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by Gloria Horbaty

HARTFORD, Conn. – On dreary and cold 
Palm Sunday, Branch 108 (New Haven, 
Conn.) of the Ukrainian National 
Association (UNA) held an annual Easter 
egg hunt for more than 20 children on the 
rectory lawn of St. Michael’s Ukrainian 
Catholic Church in Hartford, Conn.

Children age 1-13 took part in the annu-
al event, which is now in its 17th year. 
Those who collected the most eggs by age 

category won a large chocolate bunny, but 
everyone received a UNA backpack filled 
with candy and other goodies during the 
event on April 10.

Participating in their first Easter egg hunt 
in the United States were three young boys 
who, together with their parents, recently 
arrived in New Haven, Conn., from Ukraine.

Assisting Branch 108 Secretary and UNA 
Advisor Gloria Horbaty during the event 
were Halia Lodynsky and Branch 108 
Treasurer Donald Horbaty.

UNA Branch 108 holds  
annual Easter egg hunt

More than 20 children age 1-13, together with their parents, took part in an annual 
Easter egg hunt on the rectory lawn of St. Michael’s Ukrainian Catholic Church in 

Hartford, Conn., on April 10.

Mission  Statement

As a fraternal insurance society, the Ukrainian National Association reinvests its 
earnings for the benefit of its members and the Ukrainian community.

The Ukrainian 
National 
Association 
exists: 

• to promote the principles of fraternalism;

• to preserve the Ukrainian, Ukrainian American and   
     Ukrainian Canadian heritage and culture; and

• to provide quality financial services and products  
       to its members. Chrystyna Horbaty
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Following launch of Russia’s full-scale war, Ukrainians in Illinois gather to support Ukraine
by Maria Korkatsch-Groszko

CHICAGO – When Russia launched its 
full-scale war on Ukraine on February 24, 
the Ukrainian community of Chicago and 
suburbs gathered for a spontaneous rally 
at Ss. Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian 
Catholic Church in protest of the criminal 
assault on Ukraine.

Since that day, the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America-Illinois Division 
(UCCA-Ill.), in collaboration with the 
Consulate General of Ukraine in Chicago, 
has been actively organizing and partici-
pating in fundraisers, vigils and rallies in 
support of Ukraine. Many of those events 
also included the participation of specials 
guests.

Most notably, on March 19, in a low-key 
visit to Chicago, former U.S. Presidents Bill 
Clinton and George W. Bush visited Ss. 
Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic 
Church to show solidarity with the people 

of Ukraine and place sunflowers outside of 
the church.  

Fundraisers have been organized by the 
Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian 
communities of Illinois.

President Frank Spula of the Polish 
American Congress (PAC) organized a 
weekend radiothon. Proceeds from that 
event were equally divided, with half pre-
sented to the UCCA-Ill. to be used as need-
ed in the war effort and the other half was 
sent to the Polish Red Cross. 

Friends of Ukraine in the Lithuanian, 
Latvian and Estonian communities held 
concerts with all profits donated to fund 
humanitarian assistance to Ukraine. 

Rabbi Jeffrey Weill of the Ezra Habonim-
Niles Township Jewish Congregation and 
the Niles Township Clergy Forum orga-
nized an ecumenical, non-denominational 
vigil to show solidarity with the people of 
Ukraine. Seven congregations participated.

Ukrainian parishes were represented by 

the Very Rev. Victor Poliarny, pastor of St. 
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral in 
Bloomindale, Ill., and secretary of the 
Vicariate of the Orthodox Church of 
Ukraine in the U.S.A., Canada, Australia and 
Japan; and Rev. Serhiy Kovalchuk, adminis-
trator of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic 
Cathedral in Chicago and chancellor of the 
St. Nicholas Eparchy.

U.S. Rep. Janice Schakowsky (D-Ill.), who 
was the main speaker at the event, high-
lighted the support provided to Ukraine by 
the Biden administration.

“Putin hoped to divide the world with 
the war on Ukraine. However, he has done 
the opposite,” Ms. Schakowsky said.

Very Rev. Poliarny, Consul General of 
Ukraine in Chicago Serhiy Koledov and 
UCCA-Ill. Vice President Maria Korkatsch-
Groszko also spoke.

Another vigil was organized by the 
Ukrainian Student Club at Northwestern 
University, in Evanston, Ill.

To date, nine rallies in support of 
Ukraine have been organized in the 

Chicago area since the full-scale war began 
on February 24.

The main speakers at those events 
included Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker; Chicago 
Mayor Lori Lightfoot; Sen. Richard J. 
Durbin of Illinois; U.S. Reps. Danny Davis, 
Michael Quigley, Raja Krishnamoorthi; Mr. 
Spula; Saulius Kuprys, president of the 
Joint Baltic American National Committee, 
Inc.; Honorary Consul of Latvia Robert 
Blumberg; Zhanna Cherniauskaya, presi-
dent of the organization Belarusians in 
Chicago. Numerous Cook County and local 
officials were on hand for remarks.

Andrij Kohut, director of the National 
Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine, 
participated and offered a brief synopsis of 
historical details related to Russian aggres-
sion against the people of Ukraine.

Acting as master of ceremonies for those 
rallies were UCCA-Ill. President Ihor 
Diaczun and Vice-President Pavlo 
Bandriwsky.  Vice-Presidents Marta Farion 

 COMMUNITY CHRONICLE

Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in Canada holds annual meeting, focuses discussion on mental health issues
by Bohdan Kolos

TORONTO – Members of the Plast 
Ukrainian Scouting Organization in Canada 
met for the annual meeting via video con-
ference on April 9 with discussions largely 
focused on how members of the organiza-
tion can help individuals impacted by the 
war cope with their emotions.

Many of the members noted that they 
were stunned by Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s aggressive, vicious and 
unprovoked invasion of Ukraine and the 
launch of the full-scale war on February 24.

Members of the group said they were 
told that over 1,000 Plast members in 
Ukraine had volunteered for the Armed 
Forces of Ukraine, while others signed up 
for the territorial defense forces and were 
waiting for their assignments. In addition, 
many others have volunteered to provide 
logistical support and deliver humanitarian 
aid to those who need food or medicine 
throughout the country.

Ukrainians worldwide continue to be on 
an emotional roller coaster as they listen to 
disastrous news one day and then rejoice 

at the small rays of hope on other days.
To help Plast leaders, members and dis-

placed Ukrainians who are arriving in Canada 
cope with the range of emotions, organizers 
of this year’s annual meeting planned a ses-
sion with a professional guest speaker.

Ivanna Bilak – a Plast member, regis-
tered psychotherapist and a mental health 
professional – gave a presentation on how 
Plast counsellors should interact with 
young people in their care and with dis-
placed families that have just fled from 
Ukrainian war zones.

“Dealing with trauma is complicated,” 
Ms. Bilak said.

Many different emotions could be pres-
ent when dealing with people who have left 
a war zone, and the counsellors need to be 
prepared to deal with those emotions, or 
know how to redirect them, she said.

A counsellor needs to provide a safe 
space, be welcoming and provide rest and 
nourishment. When talking with a young 
person, “be brief and reassuring” and “vali-
date their emotions,” Ms. Bilak said.

Members of the Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in Canada took part in the 
group’s Annual General Meeting in April via video conference. (Continued on page 15)

Pictured during an event at the Polish American Congress (PAC) were (from left to 
right) Frank Spula, president of PAC; Ihor Diaczun, president of UCCA-Ill.; Maria 
Korkatsch-Groszko, vice president of UCCA-Ill.; Mary Sendra Anselmo, vice presi-
dent of PAC; Micheline Jaminski, treasurer of PAC; and Pavlo Bandriwsky, vice 

president of UCCA-Ill.

Ewa Malcher, Dziennik Zwiaskovy

Pictured at an exhibit of photographs depicting the devastation of World War II and 
scenes of the current war on Ukraine at the Cook County administration building are 
(from left to right) Ihor Diaczun, president of UCCA-Ill.; John Oharenko of 
Selfreliance Federal Credit Union; Toni Preckwinkle, president of the Cook County 
Board of Commissioners; Pavlo Bandriwsky, vice president of UCCA-Ill.; and Consul 

General of Ukraine in Chicago Serhiy Koledov.

Yevgeniy Drobot

(Continued on page 17)

Maksym Tarnawcky
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Ukrainian Americans to hold fundraising bicycle ride for Ukraine
by Andrew Nynka

JEWETT, N.Y. – Spurred to act by the hor-
rors of the war ravaging their ancestral 
homeland, a group of Ukrainian American 
bicyclists decided that they wanted to do 
something more to raise money for the 
people of Ukraine. They will lead a four-day, 
fundraising bicycle ride from New Jersey to 
Washington, D.C.

“As a first generation Ukrainian 
American, the war in Ukraine has become a 
part of my everyday life.  Fundraising, vol-
unteering, communicating with family in 
Ukraine and a lot of praying,” said Ihor 
Mulyk, the group’s leader.

“I and a bunch of childhood friends, 
Ukrainian American cyclists, are doing a 
four-day ride from New Jersey to 
Washington, D.C., to raise money for human-
itarian and rebuilding efforts [in Ukraine],” 
Mr. Mulyk said, adding that the bicyclists 
will ride about 316 miles on May 19-22.

Other members of the group include 
Andrij Wowk, Roman Hrab, Stephan Cybyk, 
Taras Ferencevych, John Buck, Marta Mulyk 
Baxer and Natasha Wieschenberg 
Birmingham.

Proceeds from the ride will go to the 
Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New 
Jersey (UACCNJ) and Plast Ukrainian 
Scouting Organization in the U.S.A.

Event organizers said they chose both 
organizations because they have demon-
strated an ability to get humanitarian aid 
directly to people suffering in Ukraine.

“We have made sure that the charities 
we are using are giving 100 percent of the 
funds to Ukraine,” Mr. Mulyk said. “We are 
grassroots, self-funding, covering our own 
costs, and every dollar raised will go to 
help Ukraine.” Mr. Mulyk said he was 
spurred to organize the event by a member 
of his bicycle community.

“Marty Epstein, the founder of Marty’s 
Reliable of Morristown, always said to me 
that he wanted to ‘save the world with 
bikes.’ My childhood friends and I are now 
going to use our bikes to raise money to try 
and help save Ukraine,” Mr. Mulyk said.

“Many people doing small things can 
accomplish great things together,” he said.

Readers can learn more about the event 
via the group’s Facebook page, https://
www.facebook.com/Freedom-For-Ukraine-
Ride-116595331028502.

Ihor Mulyk stands with his bicycle in front of St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic 
Church in Whippany, N.J.  He and a group of other bicycle riders will start a four-
day, 316-mile fundraising bicycle ride from the church grounds that will culminate in 

Washington, D.C., on May 22.

Nina Kramarchuk

of Ohio; Marta Farion in Chicago; and 
Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, Jewish and 
Islamic leaders in Ukraine. And it’s not just 
Ukrainians. There is the Presbyterian 
Church in our suburban Cleveland home; 
U.S. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi; 
Ohio Sens. Rob Portman and Sherrod 

Brown; Reps. Marcy Kaptur and Tim Ryan; 
and indeed, nearly every member of 
Congress, Democrat and Republican; the 
media – local, national and international; 
the Metropolitan Opera; the Cleveland 
Orchestra; rock stars like Tom Paxton, 
Bruce Springsteen and Bono; U.S. 
President Joe Biden; Secretary of State 
Antony Blinken; Secretary of Defense 
Llyod Austin; and First Lady Jill Biden. The 
list goes on: prime ministers, presidents, 

foreign affairs ministers from the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the 
European Union.

Franko was confident in 1898 that his 
people would rise up when the moment 
came and that “Bohdan” would emerge. 
Indeed, he and she have, hundreds of mil-
lions of them, young and old, in Ukraine 
and beyond her borders on six continents.

Ukraine has enormous challenges: win-
ning the war, reconstructing after savage 

destruction and, eventually when this 
nightmare ends, commemorating the 
heroes with books, films and statues. But 
before that, may everyone follow Franko’s 
admonition and become “Bohdan.”  And 
everyone can. Even a Jack Russel Terrier 
dog named “Patron,” who sniffed out 200-
plus Russian mines and won a hero’s 
medal, can and did. He’s “Bohdan.”

And, hey, in a modest way, me too: “Я 
Бодган.”

(Continued from page 7)

“Ya Bohdan…”
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scale war Russia launched on February 24.
For celebrities who seek to keep their 

presence hidden from the public spotlight, 
secrecy is nothing new.

But American actress Angelina Jolie 
made her presence known when a social 
media video captured the famed movie 
star at a local café in Lviv, while the band 
U2’s front man Bono and guitarist the 
Edge put on a short musical show deep in 
Kyiv’s central metro station.

 Meanwhile, American First Lady Jill 
Biden made the trip to Uzhhorod, Ukraine, 
without any prior announcement.

In total, the visits of celebrities over the 
past week succeeded in bringing more 
attention on Ukraine, which continues to 
ask the West for additional support in its 
fight against Russia.

First lady

On Mother’s Day, May 8, Ms. Biden visit-
ed displaced Ukrainians in Uzhorod and 
met with Ukrainian First Lady Olena 
Zelenska. The visit by Ms. Biden, which 
was not announced publicly in advance, 
was later reported on by the press service 
of the Zakarpattia Regional Council.

Ms. Biden and Ms. Zelenska visited a 
school in the city, which has been a haven 
for refugees fleeing the war in Ukraine’s 
east and south.

“We understand what it cost the first 
lady of the United States to come here dur-
ing the war when hostilities continue 
every day, when air-raid sirens sound 
every day, even today,” Ms. Zelenska said.

The wives of the presidents held a bilat-
eral meeting behind closed doors, which 
lasted about an hour, according to the 
press service of the White House. They 
then visited with children, who were busy 
making Mother’s Day cards.

“The visit of First Lady Biden is a dem-
onstration of support for Ukraine by high-
ranking US officials,” the regional council 

press service added.
The first lady of the United States also 

visited Ukrainian refugees in Slovakia.
“I just wanted to come and show you 

our support,” Ms Biden told Ukrainian ref-
ugees in Kosice, Slovakia, before heading 
to the border village of Vyshne-Nimetske, 
which borders the Zakarpattia region of 
Ukraine.

After her visit, the first lady wrote a 
commentary published online on May 11 
by CNN in which she called on Russian 
President Vladimir Putin to end the war. 
She also wrote about the stories she heard 
from Ukrainian mothers.

Bono

The Irish musician Bono, who publicly 
supported Ukraine during the war with 
Russia and sang the praises of Mr. 
Zelenskyy, decided he wanted to do more. 
So, the leader of the world-famous band 
U2 took it upon himself to visit Ukraine.

Bono and the band’s lead guitarist, the 
Edge, performed inside the Khreschatyk 
metro station in Kyiv. Ukrainian band 
Antytila joined them for a few songs. 
Volunteers, territorial defense fighters, 
servicemen and residents of the capital 
came to listen to the show, according to 
Telegram channel of Ukraine’s parliament, 
the Verkhovna Rada.

“Right now, the legendary band U2 is 
performing in the Khreschatyk metro sta-
tion in Kyiv. Bono also sang a duet with 
Taras Topolya,” the press service of the 
Rada said.

Taras Topolya, Antytila’s lead singer, 
spoke with Ukrainian journalists about his 
performance with Bono and the Edge.

“The story is incredible. Some time ago, 
Ed Sheeran wrote to me that he wanted to 
share my phone number with Bono from 
U2. Of course I agreed, and later Bono 
called me and said that he was going to 
Kyiv for a concert and would be here in 12 
hours, and he wants our band Antytila to 
sing ‘Stand By Me’ with him,” Mr. Topolya 
said.  “He said that while we’re singing, 
Edge will play guitar, improvise and I’ll be 

able to say whatever I want and address 
everyone in the world with the necessary 
message. Of course, we agreed.”

He added that his band drove all night 
from Kharkiv, where they now serve in the 
military, to Kyiv to perform with U2.

“Today, you are fighting not only for 
your freedom, but also for ours,” said the 
Irish musician while performing under-
ground.

Bono changed the lyrics of his songs 
from the beginning of the war so that they 
instead sang lyrics to support Ukraine. He 
sang “Stand By Ukraine” with the 
Ukrainian musician, Mr. Topolya.

Bono’s visit was also unannounced. 
During his stay in Ukraine, the musician 
visited Borodyanka, a village that has suf-
fered at the hands of Russian occupation 
forces.

Angelina Jolie

Ms. Jolie, the famed Hollywood actress 
and United Nations goodwill ambassador 
visited Ukraine on April 30. She was spot-
ted in a cafe in Lviv. The actress, who 
prayed for the unity of the Ukrainian state 
in 2014, came on a humanitarian mission.

The actress’s press service said Ms. 
Jolie, who is a goodwill ambassador for the 
U.N.’s Children’s Fund (UNICEF), came to 
Ukraine to understand the needs of the 
children affected.

“Angelina Jolie is visiting Ukraine to 
meet with children affected by the conflict 
and local organizations working to protect 
them. Her visit is a private humanitarian 
mission focused on the needs of children,” 
her press service said.

The actress visited a hospital that has 
been treating children affected by shelling 
and explosions. She also visited a center 
for children with disabilities and she 
spoke with families of refugees and volun-
teers.

“In one of the medical institutions, she 
came to the children who suffered from a 
missile strike by the Russian military on 
the station in Kramatorsk. She was moved 
by their stories,” said the head of the Lviv 

regional  administration,  Maksym 
Kozytskyy.

The movie star’s visit caused a stir in 
Lviv. She was noticed in a coffee shop, and 
video footage of that stop quickly became 
a meme on social media.

“Nothing special. Just Lviv. Just went to 
drink coffee. Just Angelina Jolie,” journalist 
Maya Pidhorodetska wrote on her 
Facebook page after meeting the actress in 
the cafe.

Her video of the encounter quickly 
became a meme on social media, as one 
teenager busy looking at a mobile phone 
didn’t notice that a famous actress had 
entered the cafe.

Ukrainian Railways later reported that 
Ms. Jolie met evacuees from Pokrovsk (in 
the Donetsk region) at the railway station 
in Lviv.

“This visit came as a surprise to all of 
us. Many people who saw Ms. Jolie in the 
Lviv region could not believe that it was 
really her. But after February 24, Ukraine 
showed the world that we have a lot of 
incredible things,” Mr. Kozytskyy said.

Ms. Jolie said she was impressed by the 
courage of Ukrainians.

“I have witnessed the resilience, cour-
age and dignity of the Ukrainian people in 
the face of the terror and trauma of the 
war they did not choose. The impact of 
war on generations of Ukrainian children 
is devastating. No child should leave their 
homes, witness the killing of loved ones, 
destruction of houses,” Ms. Jolie said.

The film star also called for the urgent 
opening of humanitarian corridors for the 
evacuation of civilians in Ukraine, the 
delivery of humanitarian aid to all those 
who need it and an end to attacks on civil-
ians.

“So far, more than 84 million people 
have been displaced worldwide, more 
than half of them children, who must not 
be forgotten. The support of the Ukrainian 
people worldwide is an opportunity to 
reaffirm the right to security and equality 
of all people and build a stronger United 
Nations,” the actress said.

of the early 1990s,” Mr. Razumkov said.
Mr. Kravchuk was one of a trio of Soviet 

leaders who signed the Belavezha Accords, 
a December 8, 1991, agreement whose 
preamble declared that the Soviet Union 
had ceased to exist.

Mr. Kravchuk had been elected president 
one week before he signed the pact, which 
created the Commonwealth of Independent 
States, along with Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin and Belarusian leader Stanislau 
Shushkevich, who died on May 4.

“It was a long road we walked to 
Belavezha. It was not by accident; it was our 
deliberate choice because we had no other 
option,” Mr. Kravchuk would later say, add-
ing that when the people influence the 
course of history, it can move very quickly 
and unpredictably.

When the heads of the three republics 
met at a forest resort in Belarus, the Soviet 
Union “was being torn apart by contradic-
tions, its people exhausted by crises, con-
flicts, wars and lines,” Mr. Kravchuk told the 
BBC a quarter-century after the Soviet col-
lapse.

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev 
resigned 17 days after the pact was signed, 
and the U.S.S.R. formally folded the follow-
ing day.

For 30 years, Mr. Kravchuk had served as 
a Communist Party functionary. But after 
the August 1991 coup attempt, which failed 
but weakened Mr. Gorbachev and strength-

ened the centrifugal forces pulling the 
Soviet Union apart, Mr. Kravchuk threw his 
backing to the Ukrainian independence 
camp.

On December 1, 1991, Ukrainians 
backed independence with 92 percent in 
favor in a referendum and elected Mr. 
Kravchuk, who had been chairman of 
Ukraine’s Supreme Soviet since July 1990, 
as president with more than 61 percent of 
the vote.

In 1992, Mr. Kravchuk met U.S. Presi-
dent George Bush at the White House, 
where agreement was reached on remov-
ing all of Ukraine’s nuclear weapons, lead-
ing in 1994 to the so-called Budapest 
Memorandum.

The document was signed on December 
5, 1994 at the summit of the Organization 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) in the Hungarian capital. In it, 
Ukraine, a nuclear power at that time, vol-
untarily gave up its nuclear weapons in 
exchange for security guarantees.

At the time, Ukraine had the third-larg-
est arsenal of nuclear weapons in the world 
after the United States and Russia, the offi-
cial successor state of the Soviet Union. But 
Mr. Kravchuk would later say that the reali-
ty was much different, and that Kyiv was 
powerless.

“All the control systems were in Russia. 
The so-called black suitcase with the start 
button, that was with Russian President 
Boris Yeltsin,” he told German media outlet 
DW in 2014.

Under Mr. Kravchuk’s stewardship, 
Ukraine’s economy slumped as corruption 

linked to privatization of Soviet-era indus-
try thrived.

With graft rampant and the economy 
stagnant, Mr. Kravchuk ran for a second 
term as president in 1994 but was defeated 
by his former Prime Minister Leonid 
Kuchma, who would remain in office for a 
decade – his presidency also plagued by 
persistent corruption.

In 1998, Mr. Kravchuk joined the United 
Social Democratic Party. He remained 
active in politics long after his defeat in the 
presidential election, serving as a member 
of parliament from 1994 to 2006 and as 
leader of the party from 2002 to 2009.

Largely absent from the political scene 
after that, Mr. Kravchuk reappeared in 2020 
at the age of 86 to take the post of presiden-
tial envoy in the Trilateral Contact Group on 
resolving the armed conflict in eastern 
Ukraine, replacing Mr. Kuchma. The conflict 
erupted in April 2014, a month after Russia 
seized control of Ukraine’s Crimean 
Peninsula.

Mr. Kravchuk told RFE/RL’s Ukrainian 
Service in 2014 that Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s past as a Soviet intelli-
gence officer had affected his policies with 
regards to Russia’s neighbors.

The Kremlin’s philosophy of a broader 
“Russian world” is centered on “aggression 
and disregard for the interests of its neigh-
bors,” he contended.

Speaking in Washington in November 
2016, Mr. Kravchuk said he believed 
Ukraine’s only option on ending the conflict 
in the Donbas was through negotiations.

“We have only one prospect ahead of us, 

and it implies dialogue and agreements,” he 
said. “Other prospects are nonexistent. ... 
I’m confident Ukraine has no other path-
way than that of peace.”

Mr. Kravchuk had previously said that 
while he was ready to take up arms to 
defend his country, he believed Russia 
would quickly defeat Ukraine if an all-out 
war broke out between them. Russian 
invaded Ukraine on February 24, but its 
offensive has been stymied by fierce resis-
tance from Ukrainian forces.

Mr. Kravchuk was born on January 10, 
1934, in Velyky Zhytyn, a town in the west-
ern Rivne Oblast that was in Poland at the 
time of his birth.

In 1958, Mr. Kravchuk graduated from 
Kyiv’s T.H. Shevchenko State University and 
joined the Communist Party. After universi-
ty, Mr. Kravchuk taught political economics 
in Chernivtsi and began a political career.

He joined the Ukrainian Communist 
Party in 1958, and rose through the ranks 
of the party in its agitation/propaganda 
department.

He became a member of the Ukrainian 
politburo in 1989 and the chairman of its 
Supreme Soviet in 1990.

Mr. Kravchuk married his wife, Antonina, 
in 1957. They had one child, a son, 
Oleksandr.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-leonid-
kravchuk-obituary/31843390.html).

(Continued from page 1)

Leonid Kravchuk...

(Continued from page 1)

As war continues...
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Skate for Ukraine raises more than $70,000 for humanitarian aid for Ukraine
by Matthew Dubas

PARSIPPANY, N.J. – A charity hockey 
game called “Skate for Ukraine,” held 
between the New York Kozaks and the New 
Jersey Kings on April 23 at Clary Andersen 
Arena in Montclair, N.J., raised more than 
$70,000 for humanitarian aid to Ukraine, 
according to the event’s organizers.

Taras Odulak, who played for the Kozaks, 
described what it was like to take part in 
the event. 

It was an “emotional and uniting event 
full of fun, action and excitement along with 
an undertone of sadness for our Ukrainian 
people and country. Skate for Ukraine gen-
erated over $70,000, which will be sent 
directly to the National Bank of Ukraine for 
humanitarian aid,” Mr. Odulak wrote in a 
post on Facebook.

Legendary National Hockey League 
great Ken Daneyko, who is of Ukrainian 
descent, led a ceremonial puck drop before 
the game and signed autographs for fans 

before the event.
Mr. Daneyko, who played his entire 

20-season NHL career with the New Jersey 
Devils, winning three Stanley Cup champi-
onships, currently provides color commen-
tary for Devils games on MSG Plus and 
plays for the N.J. Devils Alumni.

The event also included a silent auction 
that was organized by Nick and Teya 
Lucyshyn. The auction included authentic 
items from the National Hockey League, 
such as memorabilia donated by Mike 
Richter of the N.Y. Rangers and Mr. 
Daneyko, as well as several items donated 
by Olympic gold medalist Oksana Baiul. 

An opening ceremony for the game was 
held at 6 p.m. with the singing of the 
Ukrainian and American national anthems 
performed by Bozhena Plotytsya. An open 
skate session for the general public that 
included free skate rentals for participants 
was also held from 5-6 p.m. prior to the 
game between the Kozaks and the Kings.

The two teams were evenly matched in 

the first and second periods, but the N.Y. 
Kozaks turned on the pressure against the 
N.J. Kings in the third period, with the final 
score 10-7 in favor of the Kozaks.

The organizing committee for the event 
included Mark Howansky, Sev Palydowycz, 
Michael Pereksta, Donna Domaradz, Catie 
Russel and Pawlo Figol. The match was held 
in partnership with the Passaic, N.J., branch 
of the Ukrainian American Youth Association.

A separate GoFundMe page (https://
gofund.me/69ed6c84) Skate for Ukraine 
has raised a total of $23,955 as of May 11, 
and donations, according to Mr. Howansky,  
is hoped to reach between $80,000 to 
$100,000 by the time the GoFundMe page 
expires on May 15. 

Former National Hockey League great Ken Daneyko (center), currently of the N.J. 
Devils Alumni, presides over the puck drop for the official start of the Skate for Ukraine 

hockey match between the N.Y Kozaks (blue, left) and the N.J. Kings (yellow, right).

The participating players for the Skate for Ukraine match between the N.J. Kings (yellow) and the N.Y. Kozaks (blue).

Roma Slobodian-Odulak
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launched into war crimes allegedly com-
mitted by Russian troops in Ukraine. (RFE/
RL’s Ukrainian Service)

Separatists block Facebook, Instagram

A Russia-backed separatist group in 
eastern Ukraine that calls itself the Donetsk 
People’s Republic (DNR) says it has blocked 
access to Facebook and Instagram in the 
districts it has been controlling since 2014. 
In a statement on May 11, the separatists’ 

de facto Communications Ministry said the 
move was made “to protect DNR residents 
from banned information that imposes a 
threat to their lives.” “Access to Meta’s social 
networks – Facebook and Instagram – has 
been blocked on the territory of the repub-
lic,” the statement says, adding that the 
move was made to prevent the distribution 
of “child pornography, contents propagat-
ing narcotics, suicides and other banned 
information, including contents with 
extremist and terrorist connotations.” Meta 
Platforms has yet to comment on the 
announcement, which comes as Russia 
continues to restrict online information 

about its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. 
Russia’s state communications regulator 
blocked access to Instagram shortly after 
the invasion was launched on February 24 
after Meta said it would allow social media 
users in Ukraine to post messages, such as 
“Death to the Russian invaders.” Moscow 
backed a pro-Russia insurgency in the 
Donetsk and Luhansk regions following the 
annexation of Crimea in 2014. (RFE/RL)

Brink gets bipartisan support

President Joe Biden’s nominee to be U.S. 
ambassador to Ukraine said she would 
work to coordinate the shipment of weap-
ons and security items to Ukraine if con-
firmed by the Senate. Bridget Brink spoke 
to members of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee on May 10 ahead of 
what was expected to be her easy Senate 
confirmation. Ms. Brink told senators that 
if confirmed she would work to fully 
reopen the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv and take 
up her work in the country. Much of her 
duties will involve working with military 
leaders overseeing the billions of dollars of 
weapons and aid that the United States has 
pledged to deliver to Ukraine. “Most people 
assess that these next few weeks and 
maybe longer are critical to the outcome of 
this war of choice on Russia’s part,” Ms. 
Brink told the committee. “What we are 
trying to do as an administration is move 
security items as fast as possible to 
Ukraine.” Ms. Brink has spent the majority 
of her 25-year diplomatic career in former 
Soviet republics. She is currently the U.S. 
ambassador to Slovakia and previously 
worked in Uzbekistan and Georgia. 
Committee Republicans and Democrats 
emphasized their desire to see Ms. Brink 
confirmed and in place in Kyiv as soon as 
possible. “It’s absolutely crucial to have an 
ambassador,” Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) 
told Ms. Brink. Top U.S. diplomats went to 
Kyiv on May 8 in a step toward the resump-
tion of a full U.S. presence in the city. They 
left the embassy ahead of the invasion due 
to security concerns. The post of U.S. 
ambassador to Ukraine has been vacant 
since President Donald Trump recalled 
then-U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie 
Yovanovitch in May 2019. (RFE/RL, based 
on reporting by AP and Reuters)

U.N. approves Czech Republic

The United Nations General Assembly 
has voted overwhelmingly for the Czech 
Republic to replace Russia on the Human 
Rights Council, the world organization’s 
leading human rights body. The vote was 
157 countries in favor, with 23 abstentions. 
The Czech Republic was the only candidate 
for the seat left vacant when the General 
Assembly voted to suspend Russia over 
“gross and systematic violations and abus-
es of human rights” by invading Russian 
troops in Ukraine. Seats on the 47-member 
Geneva-based council are divided among 
regional groups and a replacement for 
Russia had to come from an East European 
country. Russia was suspended from the 

council last month by a vote in the General 
Assembly after which Russian Deputy 
Ambassador Gennady Kuzmin said Russia 
had withdrawn from the council before the 
vote. The council is scheduled to hold a spe-
cial session on May 12 at Kyiv’s request to 
examine “the deteriorating human rights 
situation in Ukraine stemming from the 
Russian aggression.” A Russian Foreign 
Affairs Ministry statement on May 10 said 
that Russia will not participate in the spe-
cial session. “Arguments and explanations 
on the true objectives of this special mili-
tary operation and the real situation on the 
ground have been completely ignored,” 
Foreign Affairs Ministry spokeswoman 
Maria Zakharova said in the statement. 
Though Moscow was suspended from the 
rights body, it would have been allowed to 
participate due to its observer status. 
Countries that supported Russia’s suspen-
sion from the Human Rights Council said it 
should not be able to sit in judgment on 
other nations’ human rights records. The 
council voted on March 4 to trigger a com-
mission of inquiry – the highest-possible 
level of investigation – into alleged Russian 
violations during Moscow’s invasion of 
Ukraine. (RFE/RL)

Putin prepared for prolonged conflict

The United States believes Russian 
President Vladimir Putin is preparing for a 
long conflict in Ukraine, U.S. Director of 
National Intelligence Avril Haines told law-
makers on May 10. “We assess President 
Putin is preparing for a prolonged conflict 
in Ukraine during which he still intends to 
achieve goals beyond the Donbas,” Ms. 
Haines told the Senate Armed Services 
Committee. There are indications Russia 
wants to extend a land bridge to 
Transdniester, the breakaway region in 
Moldova, she said in her testimony before 
the committee. She added that Putin is 
counting on Western resolve to weaken 
over time and said that victory in the 
Donbas might not end the war. “Putin most 
likely also judges that Russia has a greater 
ability and willingness to endure challeng-
es than his adversaries, and he is probably 
counting on U.S. and EU [European Union] 
resolve to weaken as food shortages, infla-
tion and energy prices get worse,” Ms. 
Haines said. She also told the committee 
that Putin is expected to become more 
unpredictable and could order martial law 
in Russia. “The current trend increases the 
likelihood that President Putin will turn to 
more drastic means, including imposing 
martial law, reorienting industrial produc-
tion or potentially escalatory military 
options to free up the resources needed to 
achieve his objectives,” she said. Ms. Haines 
said Putin is not likely to order the use of 
nuclear weapons unless the Russian home-
land faces an “existential threat.” But she 
also said Putin’s actions could become 
more unpredictable. “Combined with the 
reality that Putin faces a mismatch between 

(Continued on page 15)
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his ambitions and Russia’s current conven-
tional military capabilities, [this] likely 
means the next few months could see us 
moving along a more unpredictable and 
potentially escalatory trajectory,” Ms. 
Haines added. Lt. Gen. Scott Berrier, who 
also testified before the committee, said 
Russia has resorted to indiscriminate and 
brutal methods in response to Ukrainian 
resistance. He said the United States esti-
mates that between eight and 10 Russian 
generals have been killed in the war. He 
also told the committee that neither side 
currently is winning. (RFE/RL, with report-
ing by Reuters and AFP)

Foreign affairs ministers call for justice

The foreign affairs ministers of Germany 
and the Netherlands have made a surprise 
visit to Ukraine, stopping in the Kyiv sub-
urbs of Bucha and Irpin, where Russian 
forces are accused of committing war 
crimes before retreating last month. 
Annalena Baerbock’s trip on May 10 makes 
her the first German cabinet minister to 
visit Kyiv since Russia launched its unpro-
voked attack on Ukraine in late February. 

Wopke Hoekstra, her Dutch counterpart, 
also made the trip as the two prepared to 
meet Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy and Foreign Affairs Minister 
Dmytro Kuleba later in the day. The retreat 
of Russian forces from Bucha and other 
towns near Kyiv revealed harrowing evi-
dence of brutal killings, torture, mass 
graves and the indiscriminate targeting of 
civilians in the fighting, prompting calls 
from several countries, as well as the 
United Nations and the International 
Criminal Court, for investigations to deter-
mine whether war crimes were committed. 
Ukrainian police have said a majority of the 
civilians killed in Bucha died from gunshot 
wounds. Some of the victims had their 
hands tied behind their back, they said. Ms. 
Baerbock said the victims were owed jus-
tice. “These victims could have been us,” 
she said after touring the town with 
Ukraine’s prosecutor general. Moscow 
claims that Russian forces have not 
attacked civilians in Ukraine and says vid-
eos from Bucha showing the bodies of civil-
ians lying in the streets were staged in 
order to justify new Western sanctions and 
disrupt peace talks. Mr. Hoekstra walked 
the streets of Irpin, another nearby Kyiv 
suburb, and echoed Ms. Baerbock’s calls 
for possible war crimes to be fully investi-

gated. “The bombed-out houses and build-
ings illustrate the impact the war has had 
on the lives of the men, women and chil-
dren who live here,” he said on Twitter. 
“These acts cannot go unpunished. The 
Netherlands is committed to establish the 
truth and achieve justice,” he added. The 
visit is also a sign of a reset in relations 
between Kyiv and Berlin over Germany’s 
early response to the war and German 
President Frank-Walter Steinmeier’s 
detente policy toward Moscow when he 
was foreign affairs minister from 2005-
2009 and again from 2013-2017. He has 
since admitted the policy stance was a mis-
take. Messrs. Steinmeier and Zelenskyy 
spoke by telephone on May 5 to smooth 
the rift following Ukraine’s blocking of a 
proposed visit to Kyiv by the German presi-
dent. The rift has also kept German 
Chancellor Olaf Scholz from visiting Kyiv, as 
he said it was not proper for him to travel 
there given the snub of Mr. Steinmeier. 
(RFE/RL, with reporting by dpa, AFP and 
AP)

U.S. suspends tariff on steel

The United States has announced the 
suspension of import taxes on steel from 
Ukraine in a show of support for the coun-
try’s economy during the Russian invasion. 

The Commerce Department said on May 9 
that it would withdraw the 25 percent tar-
iffs for a year. Some of Ukraine’s largest 
steel-producing operations have been 
among the hardest hit during the war, 
including the Azovstal factory in Mariupol. 
“We can’t just admire the fortitude and 
spirit of the Ukrainian people – we need to 
have their backs and support one of the 
most important industries to Ukraine’s eco-
nomic well-being,” Commerce Secretary 
Gina Raimondo said in a statement. “For 
steel mills to continue as an economic life-
line for the people of Ukraine, they must be 
able to export their steel,” she added. The 
25 percent tariff on steel was imposed in 
March 2018 to protect domestic industry, 
although a handful of countries were 
exempted. Lawmakers and business lead-
ers have been calling on President Joe 
Biden to remove the duties to help ease the 
economic blow to the Ukrainian economy. 
Ms. Raimondo said the move was “a signal 
to the Ukrainian people that we are com-
mitted to helping them thrive in the face of 
[Russian President Vladimir] Putin’s 
aggression.” Ukraine accounts for only 
about 1 percent of U.S. steel imports, 
according to the Commerce Department. 
(RFE/RL, based on reporting by AP and 
AFP)

(Continued from page 14)
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ПЛЕМ’Я ПЛАСТУНОК  „ПЕРШІ СТЕЖІ“
влаштовує

„ДЕННИЙ ТАБІР ПТАШАТ ПРИ ПЛАСТІ“
     для дітей від 4 до 6 років, які володіють 

(розуміють і розмовляють) українською мовою

• Дитина мусить мати закінчених 4 роки життя до 31 серпня 2022 р. Вийнятків немає. 
• Дитина мусить мати усі приписані щеплення.
• Дитина, яка склала Заяву Вступу до новацтва, не може брати участи в таборaх для Пташат.

 Табір відбудеться на Союзівці  у двох групах:
• від неділі, 26 червня, до суботи, 2 липня 2022 р.
• від неділі, 3 липня, до суботи, 9 липня 2022 р.

У справі кімнат просимо порозуміватися безпосередньо з Адміністрацією Союзівки:
SOYUZIVKA, P. O. Box 529, 216 Foordmore Road, Kerhonkson, NY 12446

                         (845) 626-5641;  www. Soyuzivka.com;  Fax: 845-626-4638

• Tаборова оплата: $150.00 ($20.00 незворотні); оплата за два тижні – 290.00 дол.
• Tаборову оплату через PayPal та зголошення слід посилати до: 

  Chrystyna Nazarewycz-Silecky
chrystynan@hotmail.com  •  636 219 3358

• Реченець зголошень: 20 травня 2022 р.  •  Після реченця зголошень не приймаємо.
• Лікарську посвідку НЕ пересилати з анкетою зголошення. Просимо передати при       
   реєстрації.

КАРТА ЗГОЛОШЕННЯ НА ТАБІР ПТАШАТ-2022
Ім’я і прізвище дитини ....................................................................................................................

                        по-українськи і по-англійськи

Дата народження ...............................................................................................................................
Адреса ....................................................................................................................................................
Телефон .................................................... E-mail ..............................................................................

Просимо залучити посвідку дати народження дитини, яку вперше вписуєтe на табір
     ☐ від 26 червня до 2 липня 2022 р.  ☐ від 3 липня до 9 липня 2022 р.
    Розмір таборової сорочинки дитини: ☐ 6-8,  ☐10-12,    ☐14-16.
     ☐ Залучую чек на суму $..............           ☐ Резервую кімнату на Союзівці

.........................................................................................................................................................
ім’я і прізвище матері (подати дівоче прізвище)

Завваги .........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
 .......................................................................................................Підпис батька або матері

“We should avoid broad stroke descrip-
tions or generalizations about war. There 
is nothing to be gained in showing graphic 
images of the evils and destruction,” she 
said.

Instead, Plast programming should pro-
vide some forms of recreation and escape 
from the trauma, she said.

There was a general agreement among 
members of the annual meeting that Plast 
in Canada needs to prepare its counsellors 
to address the inevitable influx of dis-
placed families seeking integration into 
Ukrainian Canadian community organiza-
tions.

Those members have already found dif-
ferent ways of helping Ukraine. Some Plast 
branches, such as the one in Edmonton, 
have raised $100,000 for humanitarian 
aid that has been shipped to Ukraine.

Other branches have continued to work 
with the Ukrainian Canadian Congress, 
the Canada-Ukraine Foundation, the Help 
Us Help organization, the Canada 
Humanitarian Fund, and local churches. 
Some have worked to gather supplies for 
the Dzherelo Rehabilitation Center in Lviv 
and others have made financial donations 
to many other Ukrainian and Canadian 
organizations eager to support Ukraine’s 
fight for freedom.

Toward the end of the annual meeting, 
members voted to elect individuals to 
Plast Canada’s National Executive Board 
for 2022-2024. Daria Horbay from 
Edmonton was reelected to another term 
as president of Plast Canada’s National 
Executive Board, Lubko Belej from 
Toronto was elected vice president, Olena 
Coba was elected treasurer, Daria Kowalyk 
was elected corporate secretary and 
Bohdan Kolos was elected chair of the 
Audit/Advisory Board.

The members resolved to continue 
working to aid Ukraine in its ongoing 
struggle to repel the Russian invaders, 
establish peace, rebuild and bring human-
itarian aid and prosperity to their ances-
tral homeland.

“Keep focusing on what is being done 
and what can be done. Mobilize activities 
to do together and stay positive. Ukraine 
needs us,” Ms. Bilak said.

(Continued from page 9)

Plast...
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Ukrainian youngsters pursue athletic dreams in Albania

Portland soccer raises $700,000-plus for Ukraine

Russia’s war on Ukraine might have 
uprooted their lives and forced them to find 
refuge in Albania, but eight young 
Ukrainian track-and-field athletes continue 
to chase their sports dreams. While the 
four teenage girls and four boys hope to 
honor their homeland with sporting suc-
cess, they are constantly worrying about 
their families back in Ukraine.

The war has altered their lives, but it has 

not destroyed their dreams.
Seventeen-year-old shot putter Mariya 

Larina has represented Ukraine at several 
international competitions and hopes to 
compete at the world junior champion-
ships this August in Colombia. She was a 
silver medal winner at the 2021 Balkan 
under-18 championships in Serbia.

The eight athletes and two coaches, 
mostly from Bakhaut in the eastern 
Donetsk region of Ukraine, left their homes 
in late March with heavy hearts when train-
ing became impossible. They reached 
Albania via Poland, and their journey was 
financed by the Ukrainian National Olympic 
Committee. Local Albanian authorities are 
covering the costs of their hotel in the city 
of Elbasan.

Larina’s mother and grandmother 
remain in their home in the Donetsk region 
where their lives are in constant danger 
with shells exploding in their neighbor-
hood. She stays glued to the news even 
while at practice.

Other youngsters found shelter in 
Bulgaria, Italy, Turkey and elsewhere. Many 
more could not leave Ukraine and they 
have been forced to wait out the war in the 
country.

Pole vaulter Valentyn Loboda finds him-
self outside Ukraine for the first time in his 
life and is still experiencing shock. The 
17-year-old is alone in Albania and his fam-
ily is still in Ukraine. He trains daily, but his 

thoughts and emotions are elsewhere. 
Loboda makes every attempt possible to 
speak with his family every day, trying to 
calm and reassure them. He has adopted a 
special personal goal of vaulting as high as 
possible to make his mother proud of him.

One of the young female athletes recent-
ly found out that her father had been 
wounded in Volnovakha, a town north of 
Mariupol, Ukraine. The sadness and 
anguish spread through the entire group, 
but it was not enough to discourage them 
from giving their best.

All eight hope to win future competi-
tions to prove that Ukraine is a strong 
nation. They have decided to live their 

dreams to be winners and, in that way, they 
hope to honor their country and their flag.

Australian Olympic Committee  
helping with visas

Outgoing Australian Olympic Committee 
President John Coates announced the 
sporting body will support Ukrainian ath-
letes seeking to resettle in Australia on 
humanitarian grounds amid Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine. On April 30, Coates told the 
AOC’s annual convention in Sydney that it 
was “sad” that young Ukrainian athletes 
were trading sports equipment for arms 

by Ihor N. Stelmach

Major League Soccer (MLS) and the 
National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) 
teamed up to play a charity match on April 
27 to benefit Ukrainian relief efforts. The 
mixed teams, made up of players from both 
the MLS’s Portland Timbers and the 
NWSL’s Portland Thorns, played two 
30-minute halves. The two squads wore 
colors of the Ukrainian flag and the final 
outcome saw the yellow team top the blue 
team 4-3.

The event, PTFC for Peace, raised 
$579,448 from the game, while the two 
clubs matched donations up to $100,000. 
An additional $36,522 was raised from an 
auction of game-worn player jerseys and 
merchandise.

“This just goes to show that this city is 
special and the fans are incredible,” Thorns 
captain Christine Sinclair told the AP. “To be 
out there playing a game that’s bigger than 
yourself, bigger than your team, it’s incredi-
ble. Hopefully we’re going to help change 
some people’s lives.”

“There’s so many positives about 
tonight, but the most important is the 

cause,” said Timbers coach Giovanni 
Savarese. “Just to be able to collect enough 
money to be able to support what’s going 
on in Ukraine, something very difficult, and 
then with that to have the Thorns and 
Timbers playing together, enjoying this 
night, seeing the smiles, so many people in 
the stands – this was very special.”

Ukrainian referee an added bonus

The main referee for the match was 
Ukrainian Sergii Demianchuk, a veteran of 
refereeing crews for MLS, NWSL and 
United Soccer League (USL) matches. 
Demianchuk was born in Kremenec, a city 
in the western region of Ukraine. He was 
purposely selected for the match, which 
gave him an opportunity to mix his passion 
for soccer with a deeply personal cause.

When Russia invaded Ukraine, 
Demianchuk at first wanted to return to his 
homeland to help and fight for the cause, if 
necessary. His family in the United States 
encouraged him to stay in the U.S., explain-
ing that he could make a bigger impact 
from the U.S. rather than in Europe.

Demianchuk worked his connections 
with the Ukrainian diaspora in the U.S. to 

raise funds to send back to family and orga-
nizations to assist in the war effort. Being 
selected to serve as referee for PTFC for 
Peace provided him with a huge opportuni-
ty to help those back home.

Ukraine moment kicks off  
2022 NFL Draft

Prior to the official opening of the 2022 
National Football League Draft in Las Vegas 
on April 28, the league held a moment of 
solidarity for Ukraine. With Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine and subsequent war cur-
rently in its third month, the NFL took a 
strong stance in support of Ukraine at one 
of its highest-profile events.

In the hour before the start of the annual 
draft, the league invited a Kyiv native to 
speak on the draft’s Las Vegas stage. 
Ukrainian Jenny Arata of the Las Vegas act 
“The Skating Aratas” took the stage wear-

ing a blue dress with blue and yellow flow-
ers in her hair. With the stage decorated in 
Ukrainian colors, Arata thanked those who 
have supported her native land during 
Russia’s unprovoked invasion.

Along with her husband, Vittorio, the 
Aratas have raised money by working 
together with their church to support 
Ukraine. They also put on a benefit show in 
March. Jenny said that her sister and her 
sister’s children fled Ukraine for Poland at 
the war’s outset, but that her sister’s hus-
band remained in Ukraine to join the mili-
tary effort.

“Thank you so much for having me here 
tonight,” Arata said in her brief remarks. “It 
has been extremely difficult for us to watch 
from so far away the destruction of our 
home and to talk to my friends and family 

Members of the MLS’s Portland Timbers and the NWSL’s Portland Thorns played a 
charity match for Ukraine on April 27 that raised more than $700,000.

Randy Kaplan, a renowned baseball collector, is auctioning a baseball signed by 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy to aid relief efforts for Ukraine.

Facebook.com/TimbersFC

Dan Melamid, The Kaplan Collection

(Continued on page 19)

Alina Perehudona, a 14-year-old weight-
lifter, was killed during Russia’s attack 

on the Ukrainian city of Mariupol.

Mariupol City Council

Ukrainian Alexander Volkov (on the left) and Lithuanian Sarunas Marciulonis, 
retired players from the National Basketball Association, have helped Ukraine’s ath-

letes escape Russia’s war on Ukraine.

Wikipedia

(Continued on page 19)
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and Maria Korkatsch-Groszko also offered 
their remarks.   

Representatives of Ukrainian organiza-
tions in Chicago and the surrounding sub-
urbs met also met with Mr. Durbin and Sen. 
Tammy Duckworth. The group petitioned 
the two senators to sponsor urgently need-
ed air defense equipment for Ukraine.

They also met with James Cleverly, 
Britian’s minister of state for Europe and 
North America, who pledged continued 
British support for Ukraine.

In addition, Matthew S. Axelrod, assis-
tant secretary for export enforcement at 
the U.S. Commerce Department’s Bureau of 

Industry and Security, met with representa-
tives of the Ukrainian community of 
Chicago and provided an update on the 
enforcement of export controls implement-
ed against Russia and Belarus by the Biden 
Administration.

Members of the Executive Board of 
UCCA-Ill. have been constantly active in 
countless interviews on radio and televi-
sion talk shows, and they have appeared in 
diverse communities of Chicago and the 
suburbs in order to promote, support and 
raise awareness of the atrocities and devas-
tation that has been inflicted upon the peo-
ple of Ukraine. For example, the group met 
with representatives of the organization 
Black Men United to discuss how they can 
support Ukraine.

An exhibit of photographs depicting the 

devastation of World War II and scenes of 
the current war on Ukraine was unveiled at 
the Cook County administration building. 
The exhibit, prepared by the Ukrainian 
Institute of National Memory, seeks to raise 
awareness of the slaughter of civilians and 
the destruction of Ukraine’s infrastructure.

UCCA-Ill. accepted an invitation to par-
ticipate in a Polish flag raising ceremony 
and Polish Constitution Day Parade and 
Banquet.  Multiple Ukrainian organizations 
and community leaders also took part in 
the celebration.

Maria Korkatsch-Groszko, Ph.D., is vice-
president of the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America-Illinois Division and a 
professor emerita at Northeastern Illinois 
University in Chicago.

Trotz building NHL Hall of Fame resume
Ukrainian Barry Trotz is a certain lock 

for the Hall of Fame someday. The ex-New 
York Islanders head coach has thus far 
enjoyed a most storied National Hockey 
League (NHL) career, and with a February 
8, 2021, 2-0 win over the New York 
Rangers, still another chapter was written. 
Coach Trotz jumped to third all-time in 
NHL coaching victories with 850, passing 
Ken Hitchcock (849). Fast forward to the 
end of the 2021-2022 season and Trotz 
(914) trails only Joel Quenneville (969) 
and Scotty Bowman (1,244) on the all-
time list.

A March 10, 2021, victory over the 
Boston Bruins saw Trotz become only the 
third coach in NHL history to reach 1,700 
games behind the bench. By the end of the 
2021-2022 season, he was at 1,812 games.

Since the 1998-1999 season, Trotz has 
held an NHL head coaching job every year. 
His first NHL job was as a 36-year-old with 
the expansion Nashville Predators. After an 
initial rough five-year run of five straight 
losing seasons, he’s experienced only one 
other losing campaign in his career. In a 
span of 11 seasons (from 2003-2004 
through 2013-2014), the Predators made 
the playoffs seven times. Trotz then took 
his talents to Washington, where his playoff 
success continued to the tune of four con-
secutive years, finishing with 101-, 120-, 
118- and 105-point seasons. The team that 
could never quite get to the top won the 
Stanley Cup with Trotz at the helm in 2018.

A contract dispute with Washington led 
Trotz, fresh off his Stanley Cup champion-
ship run, to accept a position under Lou 
Lamoriello to coach the New York Islanders 
in 2018. In year one with the Isles, the club 
hit 103 points, their highest point total 
since the dynasty days. The team also 
reached the second round of the playoffs. 
Trotz’ team followed that up with a run to 
the Eastern Conference Final in 2020 after 
the season was initially cut short due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. One year later, his 
Islanders made it to the semifinals before 
once again losing to the eventual champion 
Tampa Bay Lightning.

He’s been a winner everywhere he’s 
been behind the bench. Here’s a closer look 
at Trotz’ impressive coaching resume.

Following four years of playing hockey 
as a defenseman (three years with the 
Western Hockey League’s Regina Pats and 
one with the Manitoba Junior Hockey 
League’s Dauphin Kings), Trotz realized 
that any future in the NHL would not come 
as a player. His coaching career began at the 
University of Manitoba in 1984 as an assis-

tant. The following season saw him as gen-
eral manager and head coach for the 
Dauphin Kings. In 1987, he returned to the 
University of Manitoba as head coach while 
also working as a part time scout for the 
NHL’s Washington Capitals. Trotz became 
the head coach of Washington’s American 
Hockey League affiliate, the Baltimore 
Skipjacks, in 1992. One year later the fran-
chise relocated to Portland, Maine, becom-
ing the Portland Pirates. Coach Trotz led 
the Pirates to two Calder Cup Finals, win-
ning the Calder Cup in the Pirates’ inaugu-
ral season of 1994.

Nashville

When longtime Capitals general manag-
er David Poile was hired to run the expan-
sion club Nashville Predators in 1997, he 
immediately decided to bring Trotz along 
to become the team’s first head coach. A full 
year before the team began play, Trotz was 
involved in the Predators’ expansion orga-
nization, doing player scouting and assist-
ing in the design of the team facilities at the 
Nashville Arena.

Their inaugural 1998-1999 NHL season 
saw the Predators win 28 games. The 
2006-2007 campaign was Trotz’ most suc-
cessful, as his club recorded the second 
most points in the Western Conference and 
third overall with 110 points. His peers 
voted him Sporting News NHL Coach of the 
Year for his coaching job in 2006-2007. He 
proceeded to lead his Preds to four consec-
utive playoff appearances from 2003-2008, 
and again in 2009-2010. Trotz went on to 
set a record for most games coached by an 
NHL expansion franchise’s first coach. His 
1,196 regular season games coached is the 
longest unbroken coaching stretch in 
league history.

Washington

On April 1, 2014, Nashville terminated 
Trotz’s contract as head coach, but they did 
offer him a position in their hockey opera-
tions department. Trotz declined the offer, 
wanting to stay in the NHL coaching game. 
He did not have long to wait for his next 
coaching opportunity. 

Some six weeks after being let go by 
Nashville, the Washington Capitals offered 
him their head coaching position (May 26, 
2014). This was the same organization 
which gave Trotz his first coaching oppor-
tunity in professional hockey. He reached a 
milestone with the Capitals on February 28, 
2017, when he recorded his 700th win, 
becoming the sixth NHL coach to reach the 
700-victory mark. A more significant 

achievement came on June 7, 2018, when 
Trotz’s Capitals defeated the Vegas Golden 
Knights in five games to capture the Stanley 
Cup. After 19 seasons as a head coach, the 
longest wait in NHL history, Trotz was a 
champion. A contract dispute with club 
management resulted in Trotz resigning 
from the Caps on June 18, 2018.

N.Y. Islanders

Only three days later, the New York 
Islanders hired Trotz as their new head 
coach. The franchise in the running for 
most dysfunctional professional sports 
franchise in the New York City area quickly 
transformed itself into one of the best-run 
organizations in the region. Co-owners 
Scott Malkin and Jon Ledecky turned to 
Lamoriello and Trotz to oversee the hockey 
operations. The decorated GM-coach tan-
dem quickly turned into a potential Stanley 
Cup finalist.

In his first year with New York, the 
Islanders made it to the second round of 
the Stanley Cup playoffs, earning Trotz his 
second Jack Adams Award (NHL coach of 
the year). Year two had the Isles losing out 
to the eventual Stanley Cup winning Tampa 
Bay Lightning in the conference finals. 
Trotz enjoyed the satisfaction of defeating 
his former team, the Capitals, en route to 
the conference championship. On May 9, 
the Islanders surprisingly cut ties with 
Trotz, claiming it was time for a fresh voice 
after missing the playoffs with a subpar 
37-35-10 record. With some half dozen 
coaching vacancies across the league, Trotz 
was not expected to remain unemployed 
for very long.

Trotz truisms: When asked how he has 

grown as a coach, he said: “The biggest 
thing is I’m probably a little more reserved 
in terms of the emotions. Being able to keep 
the emotions in check versus I was a young 
lunatic in the league. As I’ve gotten older, 
I’ve realized that I probably know more; 
but when I was young, I thought I knew 
more than everybody else, and I really 
didn’t know anything. You just mature as a 
person and mature as a coach. What expe-
rience does is allow you to filter out what’s 
really important and what’s not.”

Trotz was born on July 15, 1962, in 
Dauphin, Manitoba. He won the WHL 
Championship with Regina, scoring 15 
goals, 60 assists for 75 points with 324 
penalty minutes. Trotz was an assistant 
coach for Canada at the IIHF World 
Championships in 2002, 2003 (won gold 
medal) and 2009. He is married (wife Kim) 
and has four children. Trotz won the 
Community Spirit Award in 2005 for vari-
ous charity work in the Nashville commu-
nity. He was inducted into the Portland 
Pirates Hall of Fame in 2005 and the 
University of Manitoba Hall of Fame in 
2001. 

When asked how he coaches his players, 
he said: “Play for each other, that’s number 
one. Not every player is the same and I 
understand that. I look at coaching, my 
time, as I’m in a partnership with the play-
ers. We’re in a partnership to win hockey 
games. The other partnership is to make 
you the best version of yourself, whatever 
that version is.” (Trotz quotes courtesy of 
Newsday’s Andrew Gross.)

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

Barry Trotz as seen in 2015.
Wikipedia

A screenshot  shows former U.S. 
Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. 
Bush visited Ss. Volodymyr and Olha 
Ukrainian Catholic Church to show soli-
darity with the people of Ukraine and 

place sunflowers outside of the church.

Larissa Chryssikos

(Continued from page 9)
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Through May 21 Art exhibit, “Ukrainian Kids Art,” featuring works by
Sarasota, FL children in Ukraine and Poland, Polish-American Friends 
 of the Arts and Sciences, Chasen Gallery II, 
 koshoolki@gmail.com or 847-322-7387

Through June 26 Photo exhibit, “Stop the War in Ukraine,” Ukrainian
Chicago National Museum, www.ukrainiannationalmuseum.org

May 17 Concert, “Sing for Ukraine,” held in conjunction with
Sarasota, FL the “Ukrainian Kids Art” exhibit, Polish-American Friends
 of the Arts and Sciences, Chasen Gallery II, 
 koshoolki@gmail.com or 847-322-7387

May 20 Presentation by Yaroslav Hrytsak, “Does History Matter 
Stanford, CA in the Russian-Ukrainian War,” Stanford University, 
 www.stanford.edu  

May 20-22 Saint George Ukrainian Festival, St. George Ukrainian
New York Catholic Church, 212-677-7160 or 
 festival.stgeorge.ugcc@gmail.com

May 21 Debutante ball and benefit for Ukraine, Taras Shevchenko
Washington  School of Ukrainian Studies of Greater Washington, 
 The Washington Group, Omni Shorham Hotel, 
 www.dcukrainiandeb.com or zabavadc@gmail.com

May 21 “Motorcycle Ride 4 Ukraine,” Marlton Middle School, 
Philadelphia United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Ukrainian
 American Sports Center – Tryzub, 
 Ukrainetrainmotorun@gmail.com or www.uuarc.org

May 21 Film screening, “Recovery Room” by Adriana Luhovy, 
Hudson, Quebec  Hudson Film Festival, Hudson Village Theater, 
 www.hudsonfilmfestival.ca 

May 22 Family workshop, “Ukrainian Folk Tales,” The Ukrainian
New York Museum, www.ukrainianmuseum.org or 212-228-0110

May 22 Benefit concert for Ukraine, featuring the Soloveyky
Jenkintown, PA  Choir and Performing Group, Ukrainian Educational and
 Cultural Center, www.ueccphila.org

June 4 Ukrainian Relief Garden Tour, Ukrainian National
Brick, NJ Women’s League of America (Branch 98), 732-492-3408

June 5 125th anniversary celebration, Ss. Peter and Paul
Ansonia/ Ukrainian Catholic Church, Grassy Hill Country Club, 
Orange, CT 860-214-2931

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events 
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions 
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors 
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

members who remain in Ukraine. 
Throughout the devastation, I’m inspired 
by the strength and unity of our people.”

“We remain humbled by the outpouring 
of support from the entire world and all 
over the USA. Thank you for standing for us 
in solidarity as we continue to fight for 
freedom,” she said.

The 21 prospects attending the 2022 
NFL draft stood behind Arata on the stage.

$15,000-plus bid on autographed 
Zelenskyy baseball

An official Rawlings baseball used in a 
Major League Baseball game and auto-
graphed by Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy in 2019 is being sold by 
renowned collector Randy Kaplan. A por-
tion of the proceeds from the sale of the 
baseball will be designated to help with 
war relief efforts in Ukraine, according to 
auctioneer RR Auction of Boston. 
Expectations were that the ball would sell 
for about $15,000, but as of May 3 the lead-
ing bid had exceeded that amount, accord-
ing to an RR spokesperson.

“With what’s going on in the world right 
now, it makes sense to auction it at this 

point because the proceeds will help the 
people in Ukraine,” Kaplan said in a May 3 
interview with the AP. “What’s going on in 
Ukraine is a disgrace and it’s breaking my 
heart to see the people dying there. Their 
needs are just so dire right now.”

The baseball is signed with a black felt tip 
marker in Cyrillic and Latin letters. It comes 
with an official transmittal letter signed by 
Ukraine’s former ambassador to the United 
States Volodymyr Yelchenko, which serves 
as a certificate of authenticity. President 
Zelenskyy signed the ball during his visit to 
New York City in September 2019.

In addition to the unspecified percent-
age of the sale that will be donated through 
the global nonprofit Americares, RR 
Auction will contribute its buyer’s premi-
um and sales commission toward relief 
efforts. Americare’s humanitarian response 
in Ukraine is focused on the medical needs 
of refugees.

It is safe to assume that when President 
Zelensky autographed that Rawlings base-
ball in 2019, he had no idea that it would 
one day be used to help his nation during a 
time of extreme need.

“I am really hoping Zelenskyy survives 
this,” Kaplan said. “He’s a very brave man.”

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

(Continued from page 16)
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and ammunition to fight against Russian 
forces.

He said that the AOC would support 
humanitarian visa applications by Ukrainian 
athletes. Coates added that the AOC would 
contribute $100,000 to the International 
Olympic Committee’s “Solidarity Fund” for 
the Ukrainian Olympic community.

Retiring as Australian Olympic Commit-
tee president after 32 years at the helm, 
Coates used his final address to the annual 
meeting to condemn Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine.

“They have lost their right to member-
ship of the International Olympic commu-
nity. There are no stadiums for their colors, 
no poles for their flags, no music for their 
songs and no daises for their athletes,” he 
said, according to Australia’s SBS News.

Ukrainian weightlifter killed  
in Mariupol

Promising Ukrainian weightlifter Alina 
Perehudona, 14, died when a Russian shell 
attack hit the besieged city of Mariupol, 
Ukrainian media reported on April 29. Her 
mother also perished by her side. Prior to 
the Russian invasion, the young lady was 
training at the Donetsk weightlifting school 
and was a candidate to join Ukraine’s 
national weightlifting team. She was 
praised as a “remarkable young athlete of 
promise” in her chosen sport.

The news of her death was reported by 
the Press Center of the Mariupol City 
Council. The official message said “the 
Russian World” came to her home city and 
“liberated” her from her future.

Perehudova won a gold medal in the 
2021 national championship and aspired to 
continue her career and win many more 
high-level weightlifting competitions.

Earlier in Mariupol, the grandparents of 
2012 Ukrainian Olympic bronze medal-
winning gymnast Ihor Radyvilov were 
reportedly killed. Other press reports said a 
young Ukrainian gymnast, Kateryna 
Diachenko, was also killed in a Russian 
shelling attack on Mariupol.

Ukraine soccer league ends season

The Ukrainian soccer league’s 2022 sea-
son officially came to a close with an 
announcement on April 27. Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine effectively eliminated any 
chance of matches being played. League 
standings as of February 24 will be declared 
final “because the league championship 
cannot be played to completion.” There was 
the possibility of Shakhtar Donetsk and 
Dynamo Kyiv gaining entry into next sea-
son’s UEFA Champions League. Shakhtar led 
the Ukrainian Premier League (UPL) stand-
ings as of February 24.

The UPL standings could determine 
qualification for European competitions 
next season if Ukrainian clubs are in a posi-
tion to take part. Any league decision 
requires approval from the Ukrainian soc-
cer association, which would need to sub-
mit competition entries to UEFA by early 
June. This includes two slots in the next 
Champions League.

The Ukrainian Premier League champi-
on was supposed to enter qualifying 
rounds of the playoffs in August, needing 
one win to advance to the group stage.

There also is the possibility that 
Shakhtar Donetsk could be upgraded to the 
group stage taking the protected direct 
entry for the Russian league’s champion. 
UEFA has formally banned all Russian 
teams from competitions due to the war. If 
Russia is forced to give up its entry (assum-
ing sanctions prevail into next season), the 
number 12 ranked Ukraine would be next 
in line for direct entry.

Shakhtar Donetsk received a spot in the 

next Champions League group stage after 
Villarreal was eliminated in the semifinals 
on May 3. The upgrade should guarantee 
tens of millions of euros in Champions 
League prize money next season for 
Shakhtar.

Two of the 16 teams in the Ukrainian 
League have encountered major damage to 
their home stadiums: FC Mariupol’s field is 
currently in territory under Russian control 
and Desna Chernihiv’s stadium was 
destroyed by bombs that collapsed a stand 
and left a deep crater in the playing field.

The two big clubs, Dynamo and Shakhtar, 
are touring Europe and playing a series of 
charity games against clubs from around 
the continent to raise funds for humanitari-
an relief. Shakhtar had already left its home 
city of Donetsk back in 2014 when Russia-
backed separatists took over the area.

Dynamo Kyiv is set to begin the Cham-
pions League in July in the second qualify-
ing round. Dynamo would need to defeat 
three opponents to reach the group stage. 
UEFA will be drawing for that round on June 
15 at their headquarters in Switzerland. 
Games are to be played from July 19-27.

Third-place Dnipro could be entered in 
the UEFA Europa League, competing in the 
August playoff. Zorya Luhansk and Vorskla 
Poltava, the fourth- and fifth-place squads, 
are being considered for the qualifying 
rounds of the Europa Conference League.

It is uncertain how Ukrainian teams will 
retain and sign players for next season. It is 
also not clear where the clubs would pre-
pare for and play domestic and internation-
al matches.

Former NBA star helping teen athletes

Alexander Volkov was born in Omsk, 
Russia (at the time it was still part of the 
Soviet Union), but he is Ukrainian by 
nationality. The basketball star has risen to 
the occasion for his native land after the 
Russian invasion. The ex-National 
Basketball League (NBA) professional and 
USSR Olympic gold medalist has organized 
a network for the 90 Ukrainian young ath-
letes he coaches in his basketball camp.

To get some assistance for his cause, 
Volkov asked his former Atlanta Hawks 
teammate, Sarunas Marciulionis, who is 
back in Eastern Europe and is living in 
Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. Marciulionis 
was tasked with greeting a group of nine 
youngsters age 15-16 and their parents in 
Vilnius. He also arranged lodging for them 
and was involved in getting the kids into 
local schools. He is even helping the teens 
find something of a normal life, connecting 
them with teammates in other locations.

The temporary living arrangements 
amount to nine youngsters in two rooms, 
an uncomfortable, but safe setting. The par-
ents are being looked after and are at least 
all out of harms way.

Volkov has managed to gather support 
from other longtime basketball associates 
and friends, like Arvydas Sabonis, who 
managed to get some of the youngsters set-
tled in the Lithuanian city of Kaunas.

Volkov never dreamed of getting the 
response that he has received from friends 
and comrades all over the world. In a con-
versation with People magazine, Volkov 
said he received calls from acquaintances 
he hadn’t talked with in 20-30 years. They 
all offered their support, and he has been 
overwhelmed with messages of thanks and 
appreciation from the teens and their par-
ents.

Volkov and Marciulionis came up 
through the Soviet basketball system. 
Volkov has always been referred to as “the 
first Russian to make the NBA” back in the 
late 1980s. Today, the two retired hoop-
sters lead their own version of a resistance 
against Vladimir Putin’s Russia. Volkov is 
playing defense with the ranks fighting to 
defend Ukraine, while Marciulionis assists 
him from the outside.

(Continued from page 16)
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